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SPECIAL SESSION, l 







SECRETARY OF THE INTEliIOR, 
COMMUNICATING, 
In compli'.ance with a r~solution ef tlze Senate ef Marcli 29, 1867, information 
in relation to the Indian tribes ef the United States. 
APRIL 13, 1867 .-Read, referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs, and ordered to be printed. 
APRIL 20, 1867.-0rdered, that there be printed two thousand additional copies for the use of 
the Senate, and five hundreii for the use of th~ Interior Department. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., April 1~, 1867. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the CommissionPr of 
Indian Affairs, dated the 12th instant, and accompanying tables, containing the 
information called for in a resolution of the Senate dated the 29th ultimo. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
0. H. BROWNING, Secretary. 
Hon. BENJAMIN F. ,VADE, 
Pre.sident ef the Senate . 
• DEPARTl\iENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· lVasliington, D. 0., April 12, 1867. 
SIR: I h~ve the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from your 
department, of a resolution adopted by the Senate of the United States, March 
·29, in the following words, to wit: , . 
'rhat the Secretary of the Interior cause to be prepared and reported to the 
Senate, at the earliest practicable moment, a statement, arranged in alphabetical 
order, showing-
First. The approximate number of persons belonging to each tribe of Indhns 
in the United States. , , 
~ Second. r:rhe locality and extent of the reservations, if any, assigned to the 
tribe, and whether the lands are held in common or in severalty; and if there 
be no reservations, then a description of the country occupied or claimed by 
such tribe. 
Third. A statement of the treaty obligations now subsisting with each tribe, 
showing the date and article thereof, and referring to the volume and page of 
the Statutes at Large where the same may be found. 1 
Fourth. The amounts of money required to be appropriated annually under 
such treaty obligations, and the purposes to which it is to be applied; and also 
the amount annually appropriated since the year eighteen hundred and sixty-
two, inclusive, for the use of tribes with which no treaty stipulations exist, and 
how the same has been expended. 
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},ifih. The progress of each tribe in education and civilization, together with 
such other facts connected with its history and present relation8 as may present, 
in short and concise forms, its true condition, with such remarks in reference to 
future . policy and treatment as the experience of the department may sugge,t, 
Sixth. 'rhe name of the superintendent and agent having charge of the tribe, 
the extent of their jurisdiction, the date of their appointment, with such remark: 
in reference to the efficiency of suck officers as their general conduct in the dis-
charge of their duties may suggest. 
Understanding that it was the desire of the Senate to obtain the information 
ca1led for in the above resolution before the expiration of the present extra session, 
all possible diligence has been used in its preparation, and to make it complete 
and accurate as far as undertaken; but I am aware that the limited time allowed to 
this office has not sufficed for the preparation of a statement which would fully 
comply with the resolution, or enable it to du justice to the department in regard 
to many points upon which information is sought. Presuming, also, that the 
statement required is more in the nature of an abstract, in regard to many items, 
referring inquirers to such public documents as will give full information upon 
distinct points, I have limited myself in this statement to such references, in-
stead of giving full details, occupying a large space. 
In reference to the second clause of the fourth paragraph of the resolution,i 
is entirely impracticable to furnish a full detail of the information required, with-
out occupying a considerable force for a long time, and embarrassing greatly the 
business of the office. 'rhi::i item embraces the expenditure of appropriation 
amounting to some $2,150,000, including a part of those in Washington Terri· 
tory and Oregon, all of the appropriations for California, Arizona, Nevada 
Utah, New Mexico, part for Colorado, Idaho, and Montana, those for the Sio111 
at Crow creek, for the numerous refugee bands of the leased lands, and for va-
rious wandering bands in Wisconsin. To ascertain the manner in which the 
funds have been expended necessarily requires the examination of all of the 
quarterly accounts of the various agents and superintendents fo:r the wh~le 
period embraced in the resol ution. Should the Senate, however, still reqrure 
this detailed information, the inquiry will be entered upon without delay. 
In order that the information furnished in the annual report of this officefor 
1866 may be used in connection with this statement, I have, in preparing th 
alphabetical Hst~of tribes and bands, with the estimated population, (table A.; • 
required under the first head of enquiry, referred to the superintendenc,v 
• agency to which the Indians belong, as given in the table of p pulation at 
370 of the last annual repsut, which table is copied in this report, for conve-
nience of reference, (table B ) 'l'his is done because in many cases sever 
tribes @ bands are included within one treaty, or are under charge of the same 
agent; and for the same reason, in furnishing the information required ~ 
existing treaty obligations, or as to reservations set apart for tribes, I have fol-
lowed the arrangement adoJJted in the table last referred to, (table B.) 
Table 0, herewith, furni8hes references as to the page and volume of 
Statutes at Large, in regard to reservations, their extent, &c. 
Table D furnishes the information required under the third and the firs 
paragraph of the fourth head of inquiry, being a condensed statement of e 
existing treaty obligations with the different tribes, requiring the expenditure o 
money. 'l he liabilities stated therein are those occurring after the fir't of J.ril , 
1867, and the appropriations for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1 6 , are.m 
in the Indian appropriation act of the late ses ion of the 39th Congre, . 
table doe not give the amounts of stocks or bonds held in trust for the Indi 
for this, r fi ·r nee can be had to pages 325 to 329, annual report of 1 66. 
Having ~hu provided f~r such branches of the inquirie:; o[ the "-':--··.,.H"" 
can co~vem ntly be placed m tabular form, I proceed to furn· ·h, ma bn 
a po 1ble, the information required under the fifth and sixth head~ of 
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o1ution statinO' the general condition and progress of each tribe, or aggregation of 
o:ibes, \vith s~ggestions as to the policy to be pms11 d towards th m, with the 
names, dates of appointment, and remarks a to the c~rnracter of the . ''. ral 
superintendents and agents. 'rhe field i av ry exten 1ve one, and the hm1t d 
time allowed to this office will only permit a ca ual glance at each ag ncy; and 
reference must be had tor particulars to the annual r port of this office for 1 66, 
antl the accompanying papers. In preparing tbi stat ment, I follow, £ r con-
venience of reference, the order adopted in that report and in table B, ann xed. 
INDIANS IN W .A.SHINGTON TERRITORY. 
Tulal£p agency.-The tribes or bands connected with this agency are about 
twenty-five in number, comprising such names as the Tulalip , Lumrni , 'no-
homish, D'Wamish, N'QuentlmaymiBh, &c. 'They were brought under treaty 
relations with the government in 1855, when, in consideration of the ces ion of 
a large tract of land, payments were secured to them, intended to be u ed in 
'"'uch manner as would gradually fit them for sustaining themselves by tilling 
the soil. 
T'he experiment has not been a success with these bands ; and, with the ex-
ception of the Yakimas, and a few bands at other agencies, the same remark 
may be made with reference to all the tribes .in Washington Territory brought 
under treaty relations. .At the. Tulalip agency, the Indians have had the ben-
,e:fit of the earnest labors of Rev. Mr. Chirouse, a Catholic missionary, for years, 
and he has succeeded in training some few of the children so that there is some 
encouragement in his work, but the mass of the people dispfay little interest in 
..the school. Recently, arrangements have been made for infusing more energy 
into this school, and good results are hoped for, but doubts remain, arising from 
past experience. 'rhe agent in charge is .A. R. Elder, appointed March 4, 
1864, to the Puyallup agency, but who, upon the resignation of .Agent Howe, 
( the number of agencies for Washington being filled,) was assigned the charge of 
the Tulalip agency in addition to his own. Mr. Elder has shown him'3clf a 
prompt and efficient officer. .Another full agency should be anthorized for 
Washington Territory. 
Skukomisll sub-agency, composing the S'Kallams, Skokornish, and other tribes, 
-numbering some 1,500; but comparatively few of whom evinee a disposition to 
-cultivate the soil. Under the influence of Mr. J. T. Knox, sub-agent, appointed 
June 1, 1864, some of the people haYe been induced to settle upon the farms, 
and buildings have been erected for them. The ~uperintendent last year re~ 
ferred to the rapid decay .of these tribes by disease resulting from contact with 
the whites, holding out, however, some hope ot a better state of tliing~. There 
.is no school upon the reservation. Mr. Knox performs his duties satisfactorily 
so far as this office is aware. ' 
·JJ;Iakah or Neeah Bay agency,.-Several bands of Makahs are comprised in 
this agency, their reservation being located near Cape Flattery, the most north-
westerly point of the United States, upon the Pacific. These Indians are the 
Nantucket 'men of the west coast, fishermen by nature, accustomed to earn a 
sufficient supply for their simple wants from -the waters of Puget sound and 
from the ocean. The attempt to cause them to settle down to farming has met 
with very poor succes~. If they could be aided in the purcha~e of one or two 
small vessels,. and. their attention turned to the systematic pur.suit of their fish-
eries, there is little doubt of their success. rrheir civilization progresses very 
slowly. Considerable sums, provided by treaty, have been expended in erecting 
school buildings and supporting a teacher; but thus far the school has been of 
little permanent b~nefit, on account of the short and irregular attendance of the 
scholars Mr. Henry .A. Webster, appointed March 23, 1866, is the agent. He 
appears to be laborious and faithful in attenLion to his duties, and has displayed 
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much good jndgm0nt upon sever::!l occasions of difficulty with the whites. It 
does seem as if better results ought to have followed the expenditure of so much 
money at this agency, but the obstacles in the way are certainly serious. 
Puyallup agency.-Oomprising the Puyallups, Nisquallies, Steilacooms, and 
several others, parties to treaty in 1854, and the Chehalis and other bands, not 
parties to any treaty. This is the proper agency of .A. R. Elder, heretofore 
referred to. The Indians appear to have profited little from the payments under 
their treaty before Mr. Elder's accession to office, but his action has been greatly 
commended by the superintendent, and the Indians are improving under his 
charge. The day school has been of no practical benefit, and has been sus-
pended for the present, the fonds, meanwhile, accumulating. 
The Chehalis.and other Indians, in charge of this agency, are remnants of 
tribes in southwest Washington '1,erritory, who were overlooked in the general 
treaty arrangements of 1854-'55, doubtless for the reason that they had quietly 
submitted to being dispossessed of their lands by the whites. They are gradually 
becoming self-sustaining, and a small reservation has been set apart for them 
by order of the President. They still need more or less aid from the govern-
ment. 
Quinai·elt agency.-Some 600 Indians, of the Quinaielt and Quillihute tribes, 
are numbered at this agency, though very few of them reside upon the reserve 
proper An unwise location of this reserve, as :first made, and the expenditure 
of a large amount of the Indian funds at such lo~ation, has unfortunately wasted 
many yeari:, of the treaty stipulations. A new location has !Jeen made, and the 
sub agent, J oser,h Hill, appointed December 31, 18G4, is busily engaged in 
hewing out new farms in the l1eavy timbered land of that region. His labors 
are commended by the superintendent. A costly school-house has been erected, 
but there are few scholars, and small attention to education. Until the Indians 
can see their way to some degree of physical comfort, it is in vain to expect any 
other state of thiugs. 
Yakima agency.-At this reservation are numbered about 3,000 Indians, 
belonging to numerous bands, confederated under the title of Y akimas. A large 
number of them are sharing the benefits of the treaty,and the number is increas-
ing under the earnest and well directe,9- efforts of James H. Wilber, appointed 
June 9, 1864. vVe have here an illustration of what can be done among the 
lndialls of the west coast by a conscientious, intelligent, and earnest agent, de-
voted to his work, aided by assistants of the same character. The Indians are 
rapidly advancing in civilization, aud becoming good farmers. Their manual-
labor boarding-~chool is a complete success, and the tribe will be fully self-sus-
taining when its treaty stipulations expire, if the same good management con-
tinues. Agent Wilber has some advantages in the location of his agency east 
of the mountains, and away from white interference, but his great success, doubt-
less, arises from bis own character and action. · 
In the case of this agency, the provisions of the treaty, common to the whole 
series of treaties for the tribes of Washington and Oregon, in providing for educa-
tion in farming and mechanical trades, work well, the country being adapted and 
the Indians disposed to farming; while as to the many bands scattered upon 
some thirteen reservations of the other agencies, and lying along the waters of 
Pnget sound and the many neighboring inlets, it is impracticable to use some of 
the funds provided by treaty, because of the laws prohibiting any diver ion of 
the fonds for other than the direct purpose indicated by treaty. Arrangements 
should be made to modify these treaties, or to give the department discretion in 
the n.., of the fu11d:3. It appears desirable also to procure such further modifica-
tion of the treaties as will result in building up at least one thoroughly efficient 
boarding-school at the 'Tulalip agency, where the children of the tribes of the 
Sound may be cared for and educated. 
The other Indians of this Territory are the Okinakanes, Spokanes, Colvilles 
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and others. For some pn.rticulars a to the e Indian ee page 9 ?f th :urnt~al 
report of this office for 1865. In the annual. r p rt o.f tl~e .up rm ten~ nt for 
1866, received too late for publication, forth r rnD rmat10n Id g1v n_ how111 the 
necessity of treaty or other arrangements with the ~ tri.be , ecnrmg. t th ro n 
reRervation as their land and settlements ar bemg mterfcr d with by th 
advancing tide of immigration and travel to Idaho. 'fhc opinion i ; pr : d 
that, under such arrangements, these !Hdians, many of whom h~v. good _farm , 
would easily be induced to settle down within rea onnbl hm1t ; wlnl by 
securing certain fi$heries to others, their welfare wonld b gr atl:y ad van· ,cl. 
)Ir. William H. Waterman, recently decea ed, has been the up nntenc1 nt of 
Washinhton 'Territory since July, 1864. He ha be u nee cl d, S 'ptemb r 2;5, 
1 66, by Mr. T. J. UcKenney, who has been recently appointed for four year· 
and confirmed. 
OREGON. 
Umatilla agency comprises the Umatillas, Cayuses, and a portion of th 
Walla-Wallas. About 750 Indians are settled upon the tract, and aclvan ino-
gradually in civilization. 'l'hey have a good school, and appear to appreeiate it 
to an increasing degree. Th~ reservation is fertile, and the Indians cuhiva,t 
the soil so as to be almost self-supporting; but the very fertility of the reserva-
tion, lying as it does in the path of a great route of travel to the Idaho mine._, 
excites the cupidity of the whites, and it is feared that the Indians will, by some 
of the modes of management common in such cases, be forced to abandon it. If 
they e3:n be protected for a few yean,1 and. separate allotments given to the 
people, they may be saved from the fate impending over them. Their agent is 
William H. Barnhart, last appoint"d March ~8, 1866. He is faithful in attend-
ing to his duties, and appears to h.ave the real intere.3ts of the Indians much at 
heart. 
Warm Springs agency comprises numerous bands of the Walla-vVallas, 
Deschutes, and W ascoes, numbering 1,07(1) at the last census. 'rheir reservation 
is excellent for pasturage, but timber is scarce, and must be hauled several miles. 
Many of these Indians are quite industrious and self. sustaining, while others are 
disposed to wandering, idle, and vicious habits. They have made but little 
advance in education; the day school only inviting the attention of the children 
at such times as their parents happen to be in the immediate neighborhood of 
the school-house, while in their protracted absences they gain more in vice and 
idle habits. A m3:nual-labo_r boarding-school appears to be the only hope for 
permanent success m educatmg these people. On the whole the tribes of the 
agency appear to be making sure advances in civilization. 'fheir agent, John 
Smith, appointed June 13, 1866, did not enter upon his duties till late in that 
year, but is commended by his s~~erintendent _for his faithfulness and energy. 
Grande Ronde agency-compr1smg fifteen tribes and parts of tribes, of whom 
1,144 were numbered at the last censns. '.1;_1hcy have entered with much zeal upon 
the work of farming, the plan of their agent in allotting separate farms to those who 
would till them having worked adp:iirably. 'l'hey have two schools: one, a day 
school, is a failure; the other, a boarding-school, has been reasonably successful, 
and promises good results for the future , but needs assistance from the govern-
ment. The agent, Amos Haryey, appointed May 19,-1864, has labored to good 
purpose with these Indians, and should he continue in office will probably do 
all that can be done for their benefit. · 
Siletz agency and Alsea sub-agency comprises the Gooses, a band of Ump-
qµas, the Syouslaws, and Alseas, at the latter, and parts of fourteen tribes and 
bands at the former. These Indians and their history are referred to at page 
105 of the report of this office for 1865, and page 7 4 of the report of 1866. 
They have no treaty ratified, but long ago gave up an extensive 'trac-t under 
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tbe terms· of a treaty made in• 1855, and concentrated upon a limited reserve. 
Here they have proved tractable and industrious, and iu a great degree self-
sustaining; but -fail to underi-tand why the goverument does not treat them as 
. it cl.oes other tribes in Oregon. Last year a part of their dimini-,hed reserve, 
even, was throw:n ·o·pen to public settlement at the instance of whites, and the 
improvements mad.e by tbe Indians much interfered with. A day school, at the 
Siletz agency, has been kept with limited success. The uncertainty of the In-
di:ms as to their condition has retarded their progress. Some arrangement should 
be· made for their permanent occupation of a reserve,. and concentrating the two 
agencies into · one. _ Agent Benjamin Simpson, appointed January 21, 1863, 
aud recently (Mafoh 27, 1867) reappointed and confirmed, is an efficient office; 
and the sub-agent, G. W. Collins, appointed April 18, 1864, meets with the ap-
probation of his superior officer. 
J(lamath, and Morloc agericy.-The establishment of this sub-agency being 
very recent, under the operations of- the treaty of 1S64, which was not ratified 
till 1866, sufficient time has not elapsed to obtain any definite results, save the 
evidence of the fact that many of the Indians (Klamatbs, Modocs, and certain 
bands of Snakes who ceded by two treaties a vast tract of land) are willing to 
concentrate upon the reservatiou as soon
0
as they can be satisfied that the gov-
ernment will fulfi'I ·its-promises. Lyndsay Applegate, appointed June 28, 1865, 
js the special agent in · charge, and should be made a full agent, be appearing to 
understand his duties-thoroughly and to be willing to do them. · 
For information as to other Indians of Oregon see page 77 of Indian Office 
:r;eport for 1866. Mr. J. W. P. Huntington has been the superintendent since his 
appointment, January 21, 1863, and has been a discreet and faithful officer. His 
term has expired by its own limitation, but the interests of the Indians and the 
government wo1.-Ud be served by his reappointment. 
CALIFORNIA. 
Under an act of Congress, passed in 1864, (page 39, vol. 13, Stat. at Large,) 
i,t was provided that not more than four reservations should be set apart for the 
Jndians of this Stflte, 'l'he foul',as now established, are those known as the Round 
Valley, Hoopa Valley, Smith River, and Tule River. '.rhe last two are tracts 
of 1,300 acres each, leased for Indian farms, and very productive; a large amount 
of grain being raised' at each. The others are reservations of little more than a 
fownship in extent for each, isolated from other settlements. It is uot considered 
desirable to continue the leases referred to, and notice of the termination of that 
of Smith River bas been given, and the Indians will be removed to Round 
Valley. ft is urged by members from California that one reservation in north-
ern California wj}l be sufficient, aud the rapid diminution of the Indian popula• 
tion makes this probable. But a reservation should be established to take the 
place of the 'l'ule River reserve, for the accommodation of a very large number 
6f Indians in the southeastern part of the State, and probably another in the 
far south for those known as the Mission Indians. 
'l'he California Indians upon the reservations labor with a goocl will, and are 
capable and williug to. earn their own living when taught and directed. 'l'be 
number upon the reservations is but a fraction of the whole; the balance being, 
for the most part, vagabonds, harmless in general, but addicted to the vice of 
~ivilization to an uncommon degree. 'l'here is not now a single Indian school 
m the State, for a population estimated at 26,000. Arrangements have been 
made to e tabli ha school for the Mission Indians in the outb, but there should 
be one or more good schools upon each reservation established at once. It i 
th_e ve~·y lea t atonement that can be made to the poor remnaut of these Indian 
!nbe · _for the de,,truction by the whites of their means of livelihood aud their forc-
1hle d1 po session of their lands, which have returned so 1ich a harve t in gold. 
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ARIZONA. 
Papagos agency.-'I'his agency comprises the Papagos Indians of outh a t 
.Arizona, the Pimos and Maricopas, near the centre, and a small band of paches 
who have separated themselves from their hostile bretheren. The Papa~o , 
numbering about 5,000, are of the same class as the Pueblos of cw l\Iex1co, 
living in different villages, cultivating the soil. They have a central point of 
interest and reverence in the ancient cathedral of San Xavier del Bas, formerly 
the seat of Catholic influence under the Spanish dominion, ancl greatly desire 
the re-establishment of schools among them ; steps have been takeu to this end. 
Besides this, a few thousand dollars annually to aid them in obtaining farming 
tools, &c., and for incidental wants, will be suffident. 
Tke Pimos and Maricopas number some 7,500, and occupy a high rank 
among the western tribes, being far advanced in a rude civilization, ancl quite 
self-sustaining, carrying on farming and incidental operations with sucess. 'l'hey 
are entirely peaceful and loyal to the government, aucl with some aid in the form 
of wagons and other implements aud tools will take care of themselves. They 
wish for and ought to have a good school for their children. 
River tribes.-This agency has charge of the tribes along the Colorado river, 
from the Oocopas and Yumas, near its mouth, to and including the Mohaves, 
Yavapais, Hualap·1is, Chemihueves and others, who live near the river further 
north, and whose range extends a considerable distance into the interior of the 
territory. In regard to the Cocopas, who live partly, perhaps mostly, in :Mexico 
and the Yumas, no attempt has been made to aid them except in cases of starv-
ation arising from the failure of their miserable reliance for food, the nuts and 
roots of the country; and they are rapidly disappearing from the face of the 
earth. As to the other tribes mentioned, the department lias for some years been 
endeavoring to get them established upon a reservation set apart under authority 
of Congress in 1865, but with poor success, owing to the very inadequate amount 
of the appropriations for Arizona .. Many of these Indians, who uumber some 
5,000 or 6,000 in all, have been from time to time induced by the late super-
intendent to abandon their wandering life in the interior ( where they obtained 
a scanty living, but were frequently driven by necessity or cupidity to attack 
trains of travellers,) and come to the reservations and raise crops. If. the 
crops failed, the Indians were destitute, since the supei intendent had no means 
with which to help them; and many of the people l.,etook themselves. again to 
predatory habits in the interior. Whether it was some of these people, or a 
band of Apaches, who attacked and killed Superintendent Leiby last Decem-
ber, is not known. 
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The Apaches, numbering by estimate some 10,000, range over the central 
and eastern part of the Territory, always at war with the whites, hunted by them 
like w0lvel'l, and lying in wait for them at every covert. .No communication 
with them has been had by officers of this department, and until means are pro-
vided for doing this with some pro.mise of permanent good, it is not worth while 
to attempt it. 
B2sides the tribes above mentioned, there are the Moquis, also village In-
dians, living in northeast Arizona. Little is known of them, but that little is of 
much interest, as they appear to constitute the remnant of powerful tribes, who 
formerly occupied that country, which is now filled with the ruins of vast build-
i.ngs and large towns. These people are entirely peaceful in their habits. 
The late superintendent, Geo. W. Leiby, has been succeeded recently by Mr. 
George W. Dent, appointed August 9, 1866, and reappointed for four years, and 
confirmed February 21, ultimo. There is no ·full agent for Arizona. The special 
agents are, John Fendge, appointed November 7, 186:5, to the charge of the 
river tribes, and Levi Ruggles, appointed April 28, 1866, to the Papagos agency. 
Both hav,e been attentive and faithful officers. 
Increased appropriations, arid a judicious use of them, will change for the 
better the condition of affairs in Arizona. 
NEVADA. 
The Indians of this State comprise certain ba~ds of the great tribes of Bon-
nacks and Shoshones, ranging through the northern and eastnn portions, the 
Washof's in the extreme west, and the Pi-Utes, who range from the neighbor-
hood of Carson City southward and eastward, connecting with the people of the 
same tribes in southern Utah. For details in regard to these people, reference 
is made to page 1.13 of the annual report for 1866. Generally, it may be stated 
that the Bonnack bands are doubtless parts of the people who range also in 
eastern Oregon and southern Idaho, and who have no treaty arrangements of 
any kind with the government, even of amity; the Shoshones are part of the 
people represented in treaties made by Governor Doty, in 1863, under which 
goods to the amount of $5,000 to $10,000 to each band are annually given to 
those who come to receive them, The W ashoes are a poor, degraded, debauched, 
but otherwise harmless people; small in numbers, and fast disappearing; the Pi-
Utes being the only tribes for which any permanent provision has been at-
tempted, although an annual distribution of goods to a small amount has been 
made to the Bonnacks. For thePi-Utl'8, several reservations are set apart, and 
a beginning bas been made towards settling them upon such reservations that 
they may earn their own living. The great want has been sufficient means to 
accomplish any good-$20,000 per annum, after necessary deductions for ex-
penses of superintendent and agencies, goods and transportation, leaving but a 
small balance for the use of over 4,000 Indians. 
· There are no schools for any of these Indians. Whenever the Pi-Utes are 
establish<,d at permanent homes they should have, and will appreciate, tbe benefits 
of education, as they are represented to be quite intelligent and of better charac-
ter, morally, than the other tribes. 
Mr. H-. G. Parker was appointed superintendent for Nevada July 18, 1865, 
and transacted his duties to the satisfaction of this office until superseded by 
'11• T. Dwight, under appointment dated September ~1, 1866. l\Ir. Dwight, 
how.ever, was uot confirmed by t.he Senate, and Mr. Parker has been reappointed 
and confirmed for fonr years from March 2, 1867. 
l!,ranklin Campbell is the special agent for Nevada-there is no full agent-
appointed November, 1865; he bas special charge of the Pi Utes, and appears 
to be well fitted to discharge the duties required of him. 
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Fort Brid(J'er auency.-Tbe Indians under th g nor, I barg-e f thi ncr n 
are the eastein ba~ds of Sho hon and B01rna k , f whi h Wa hak · i ·hi •f. 
These bands, with others of the same people, ha ing th ir ra1,o- f · untr ~ _aloucr 
the great emigrant and stage route to alifornia, Idah , and r I'"> n 1t wa: 
deemed advisable that some arrangement houlu b mad to pr v 'Ht _L f r~1 ·.-
tions to travel, and according1y Governor Doty, of t· h, in 1 Gv, m th 1r ·h1 •t 
at various points and conclud d eeparate tr ati of fri nd hip wi h th m, und r 
which the government undertook to pay th m annuitie f from ·1,000 to "' l , U 
for each band, as some compensation for the inevitabl d trnction f cram Y 
whites, they undertaking to keep the peace. 'rhA S natc am nd d all f th 
treaties by inserting a certain proviso in each, which made it n c . ary nb · 
mit them again to the Indians. A part of them reached the Indian , and the 
amendments being assented to, the treaties were publi hed, but m of th _m, 
Governor Doty having meanwhile died, failed to reach them. The appr pn · 
tions have, however, been made under all. W ashakee's band i on of tho e 
which has not yet had the amendment submitted to them. He and hi p ople 
have faithfully kept their treaties, and indeed the same may be said of all th 
other bands treated with in 1863. The ranges of country claimed by th e 
bands are noted at the end of table 0. They are thoroughly wild Indian , 
living by the hunt, and have, and at present need, no reservations. Luther 
Mann, jr., appointed July 31, 1861, is the special agent, and has giv u full 
satisfaction. 
Uintah Valley agency.-Thi.s agency was formerly established at Spanish 
Fork, ne~r the centre of the Territory, where, and at two other small reserva-
tions, attempts were made to bring some of the Indians under the influences of 
civilization, but they were unsuccessful, and by more recent action an ample 
reserve has been set apart in the northeast part of D tab, completely isolated 
from the whites, and here an earnest attempt is being made to concentrate as 
many of the bands of Dtes of various names as possible. 
In the fall of 1865, the late superintendent, Mr. Irish, made a series of treaties 
with the Utah Indians, providing for large payments to them for beneficial 
qbjects, to be expended upon the Uintah Valley· reserve, they agreeing to re-
move thereto; but no action has been had upon those treaties. It is very de-
sirable that some arrangement should be made with these Indians, a part of 
whom arb committing frequent hostilities upon the whites, who are encroaching 11 
upon their hunting and nut-bearing grounds. 
The contact of the whites with the Indians, here as elsewhere, has brought 
little good to the latter. Some of the chiefs show a disposition to lead their 
people in the pursuits ~ agriculture whenever a permanent home is given to 
them. There are no Indian farms other than those opened at the Uintah Valley 
reserve, and no schools. 'I1he twenty thousand Indians of Utah, like the many 
thousands elsewhere, are Pagans, whom no missionary ever seems to think of 
visiting. · 
Mr. F. H. H~ad, appointed March 23, 1866, is the superintendent, and is a 
careful, energetic, and prompt officer. 
Dudley W. Rhodes was appointed July 16, 1866, to the Uintah Valley 
agency. Sufficient time has not elapsed to enable this office to judge of his 
character and capabilities. 
NEW MEXICO. 
A great deal of information has been obtained within the last three or four 
years in regard to the Indians of New Mexico, but the different parties making 
successive reportf\ have differed so widely as to the numbers, and even the names, 
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of the Indians, as well as in regard to the proper policy to be pursued, that it is 
difficult for the depar.tment to decide between the conflieting views and statements. 
It is impossible to attempt here any condensatioJil of the voluminous papers 
published in the last three annual reports-in regard to these tribes, and I mu.st 
content myself with referring to those reports for ~etails, and to presenting, in as 
brief a form as possible, the present views of this office in regard to each tribe. 
Nanajoes at agency and elsewhere.-Part of these Indians are captives at the 
Bosque Reclondo reservation, part _wandering at large, and ·a large number have 
been but recently, if at all. emancipated from the condition of peonage, in which 
they have long been held by the people of New Mexico. The captives have 
been supported by the _government, through the War Department, at an enormous 
expense. It jg best that they should be turned over to this department, and it 
is believed that they can be sustained at a much less cost, and within a short 
time made self sustaining with proper management, but as Congress failed to 
make the necessary appropriations, the Indians continue in charge of the War 
Department. These people were accustomed to till the soil and manufacture 
their own clothing in their own country, and there is no reason why they should 
not again do so. The present agent, Theodore H. Dodd, appointed May 1:1, 
1866, is doing all. the limited opportunities afforded him will allow. · 
Pueblos agency.-'riie Pueblos are an interesting people, for a foll history of 
whom see annual report for 1864, page 187. They need no aid from govern-
ment, except for the establishment and support of schools, a supply of agricultural · 
implements, and protection from the influence of the whites who surround them. 
They own and till their own land, and are self-supporting. John D. Henderson, 
appointed June 21, 1866, is their agent, and, assisted by Special Agent John 
Ward, has done much for these people of late. Mr. Ward was t1'eir former 
agent, and it would have been well to continue him in charge. 
Abiqui'.n agency.-The Capote and Mamenocbe or Webinoche bands of Utes 
are under the charge of this agency, which has been vacant for some time, but 
is now filled by the recent appointment (March 14; 1867) of W. F. M . .Arny, 
for four years, and much 1.s expected from Mr. Arny's long experience in New 
Mexico. The Indians are wild, wandering bands, who generally keep the peace 
so long as they can find supplies of food by the hunt. It is doubtful whether 
they can, at present, be induced to concentrate upon a reservation. 
Cimarron agency.-Agency buildings for two bands (the Maquache Utes and 
Jicarilla Apaches, also wild bands) are leased with a farm, and occupied by 
the agent, Mr. E. B. Dennison, appointed July 16, 1866, but who did not enter 
upon his duties until late in the fall. The tribes are wild Indians, like those of 
the Abiquin agency, and seldom make any serious trouble unless pressed for 
want of food. Besides the tribes above named, there are in New Mexico the 
Mescalero Apaches, numbering about 550, for whom t9-e Bosque Redondo re-
serve was originally set apart, and who were industriously at work learning to 
cultivate ·the soil when the Navajoes were brought thither, when they left, being 
at feud with the latter tribe. There are also the lVIimbres and Mogollan bands 
of Apaches in the southwest, numbering, by the superintendent's estimate, about 
1,500. 
The plan of the superintendent, (A. B. Norton, appointed February 17, 1866,) 
as communicated in his last annual report, for improving matters in New Mexico, 
and which suggestions meet with the general concurrence of this office, so far 
as advised, may be briefly stated thus : 
'l'o have the .... avajoes turned over to the Interior Department whenever Con-
gress shall have made adequate provisions for their support. 
To select on the San Juan or Los Animos river, in the northwest, a suitable 
reservation for the Capote and W ebinoche Utes, and induce them, if possible, to 
concentrate upon it, including with them the Maquache Utes, now belonging to 
the Cimarron agency. 
r; 
' 
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To select a reservation south of tl1 o qu B don 1 , au 1 n 
fo r the Mescalero Apach , , unitin°· with th m th Jicarilla. 
Cimarron, these people b in g alli d. 
To send an agent to th ~limbre and ~foo-ollan . 
duce them to concentrate np n one or both of th r ' r ntinn , ome Y nr 
set apart for them, in th outhwe t. rrh up rint nd nt ont mplat , , 
1 
Mr. L. J\I. Baca, recently appointed ( fa rch ii, 1 67 ) 
mentioned busine._s. 
None of these projects can b e carried into ifoct without forth r a ti u by 
Congress. 
COLORADO . 
... Conrjos agency.-'I'be Indians of this ao· ncy are the _Tab qua h ~and _of 
"C t es, who were treated with in 1863, and ceded to the Umt d tat th tr 1, nn 
to a large portion of the territory west of the Rocky mountains, r rvin°·, how~ 
ever, a wide range of country for themselves, but agreei11g to und rt, k th 
raising of stock., as preliminary to a more civilized kind of life. foch cl 1, y has 
occurred in carrying the treaty into effect, and it has been, at times, difficult to 
restrain the Indians from collision with the whites, who pro pect the country 
with little regard to Indian rights. They number about 2,n00, and ar now 
quite peaceable. 'l'heir agent is Lafayette Head, appointed July 5, 1 64, who 
appears to exerciRe a good influence over them, though no serious att.ernpt have 
been made towards their education or civilization, beyond certain supplies of 
stock furnished under the treaty of late. 
Grand River and Gintalt Utes.-'I'hese Indians are variously estimated at 
1,500 to 2,fi00. They claim the country in the northern part of Colorado, west 
of the mountains. Part of this region is claimed as a hunting range by the 
eastern Shoshones, while the Tabequache Utes, in their treaty, to the great 
disgust of the Grand River band, assumed to sell the country to the Uuited 
States. These Indians, at a recent interview with Governor Cummings, made 
a treaty, in which they made some advances towards permanent peaceful rela-
tions, but would not tal~ of concentrating upon a resei·vation. Their agent is 
Daniel 0. Oakes, appointed March 23, 1866. He appears to have had little in-
tercourse with the people of his charge till recently, and hiR efficiency_has scarcely 
been tested. Governor Cummings, of Colorado, is ex o.fficio superintendent of 
I~dian affairs for the Territory. 
DAKOTA. 
Yancton agency.-These Indians, numbering about 2,500, are located upon 
a reservation in southeast Dakota, remaining from their old domains ceded to 
tbe -United States by treaty. Receiving liberal payments, they ought to be in 
good condition by thi~ _time, being a peaceable people, tractable, and living upon 
la-nds of average fert1hty; but they are very poor. An ample provision was 
made for education, but the Indians have derived no advantage from it. Various 
r easons are alleged for this state of things, as frequent failures of crops by 
drought and grasshopper, too large money payments, injudicious selections of 
goods, and unfaithfulness of former agents. Some or all of these things must 
be credited, with wrongs done to the tribe, but the people appear to be very lazy 
and indisposed to work for a living. Their present agent, P.H. Conger, appointed 
June 13, 1866, appears to give satisfaction to the tribe, and there is less dissatis-
faction thau has been usual of late among them. Plans for furnishing them 
with stock in place of part of tt10 goods formerly received, and for educating· 
some of their children, are about to be put into operation, and, it is hoped, will 
1·esult favorably. 
Ponca agency.-The Poncas are located near the Yanctons, but on the south 
side of the Missouri. Their original location was unsatisfactory for various 
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reasons, particularly because the people, who are disposed to agriculture in its 
simple forms, were not sure of their crops; and a treaty was made two years 
since, exchanging their former reservation for a new one a few miles below. '1.,his 
treaty has but just been ratified, and while awaiting this action, it has been im-
practicable to carry forward successfully any plans for their improvement. 
Now that they have a defined and permanent home, measures can be carried 
into operation for their benefit with fair hopes of success. Joel A. Potter, who 
was appointed J nne 12, 1866, is their agent, and bas, it is believed, performed 
his duties faithfully. 
The nine bands of Sioux, parties to t.he treaties of 1865, hold possession, 
under rights conceded at the treaty of Fort Laramie in 1851, of an immense 
tract of country, stretching from the northeastern to the southwestern part of 
the Territory, crossing the Missouri, and limited, though with no very clearly 
defined boundaries, by the Yancton and Ponca cessions to the south and east, 
and the Crow, Assinaboine, and Arickaree country to the north and west. They 
are a wild race, living by the chase, and following the buffalo in bis range, and 
have been for years in a chronic state of hostility with other tribes. After the 
Minnesota outbreak of 1862, dissatisfaction increased rapidly among these bands 
against the whites, and the diminution of their annuities, caused by high prices 
in part, and partly by the unfaithfulness of government agents, and the rush of 
emigrant travel across their country, driving away the game, resulted in various 
outrages by the Indians, and an expedition against them under the command 
of General Sully. Two campaigns resulted in so far wearing out the Indians, 
many of whom had continued friendly, that they were very glad to make peace 
and concede the right of travel on certain routes through their country; and, 
what was more gratifying, a considerable number have agreed to make an 
earnest attempt at farming, as soon as they can be furnished with the necessary 
facilities. 1.'bis is a great point gained, for they have been taught to despise · 
work as unmanly. 'rhere are many bad men, doubtless, among these people, 
but the great mass exhibited a degree of patience under intense suffering in the 
winter of 1866-choosing to die of starvation rather than break their treaty by 
stealing food--which would shame many white people. 
Mr. J. R. Hanson, appointed March 23; 1866, is their agent. He is located 
at present at the old Crow Creek agency, abandoned by the Winnebagoes and 
Santees, and there, and at other points, is making preparations to teach a few of 
the Sioux the rudiments of farming. He is proceeding very intelligently with 
the work, and, so far as the means at the disposal of the department will allow, 
will doubtless succeed. But the amount set apart by treaty for the encourage-
ment of these Indians in self-sustaining industry at permanent homes is alto-
gether too small. , 
Far north, where the Missouri river in its descent bends from its easterly 
course to the southward, are the confederate Lands of Arickarees, Gros Ventres, 
and l\fandans. They are a peaceful people, disposed to work to some extent, 
strong enough to protect themselves from being overrun by hostile tribes, but 
preyed upon by them, and asking the protection of the government. 'l'bey 
especially beg for schools, and should have them. U ncler the treaty made with 
them in 1866, means were provided by which the condition of these people 
could be greatly advanced and improved. 'I'he treaty has not been ratified, but 
an appropriation has been made which will, at all events, show the Indians that 
all of the promises of the commissioners were not meant to deceive them. 
The Assinaboines have their range further to the north and west, and are a 
wild, nomadic people, generally minding their own business and givfog little 
tr?uble to anybody. Having been parties to the treaty at Fort Laramie, the r/ 
stipulations of which expired last year, and it appearing very de ira_ble to ~ecure 
umnterrupted travel through their country for the Montana emigrat10n1 a treaty . 
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was also made with them, by which they gave up a large triangnlar tract of 
Jund lying between the Mis ouri and Yellow tone ri_vers. 
Mr. l\I. A. Wilkinson, appointed .March 14, 1 64, 1s the agent for ~he I:_ t two 
tribes named, his agency being nominally at Fort Berthold, bnt, m efle t, n 
residence is furnished for him, ann, inasmuch a it appeared to him th, t tiler 
were no duties to be performed during the winter ea on, it ha b en h! practic 
to come south fo the fall, aft~r delivering the usual upp1y of annmty goods. 
'This practice is not deemed to be the best for the Indians, f~r they must nc d 
1he services of their agent to protect them from undu exaction from trad<·r. 
and improper influences of the bad white men or Indians all:1-ong them. . A com-
fortable residence should be provided, and the agent reqmred to remam ther , 
within reach of the Indians. 
IDAHO. 
Nez Perces agency.-These Indians have for many years been characterized 
by friendly feeling towards the whites, having been early brought under good 
influences by missionaries, who labored among them to good advantage. In 
1855 they made a treaty with the United 8tates, by which they gave up all title 
to a large body of land lying in what was then Oregon and Washington Terri-
tories, limiting themselves to a reservation of great extent. Four years elapsed 
before this treaty was ratified, the whites meanwhile encroaching upon the 
lands in every direction, while the Indians, of course, did not receive the prom-
ised benefits. This treaty was scarcely fairly in operation before the increasing 
tide of emigration made it apparent that the reservation must be limited. 
Towns had grown up upon it, and almost every valley and gulch was pros-
pected or possessed by the whites. A new treaty, diminishing the reserve, was 
made in 1863, and immediately, without awaiting its ratification, the whites 
commenced taking possession of the land ceded. 'l'hat treaty was not agreed to 
by the Senate till August, 1866, and then with amendments, which made it 
necessary to delay till it could be submitted to the Indians. This was done in 
December, 1866, when the Indians, bewildered and troubled by the constant 
delays, declined to agree to the amendments, so that the treaty remains unrati-
fied. 'l'he good behavior of the Nez Perces through all these perplexities has 
been r emarkable. If their affairs can once be brought into a smooth course, and 
the beneficial expenditures of their treaty have their fair operation, these Indians 
will do well. Many of them have been educated by the missionaries, and ap-
preciate the .blessings of cJvilization, while the tribe in general avoids its vices 
to a. greater e~tent than 1s usual amon~ Inoians. Experience with this tribe, 
ae. w1 th others, mduces the recommendation that there should in all cases, be a 
superin!endent of Indian 3:~airs separate fr?m the territoriai' governor. Gov-
ernorships ar~ held as political offices, subJect to _constant change, and every 
change necessitates new bonds and lung delays, while the officers of the Indian 
service, to perform their duties to the advantage of the government and the In-
dians, ought to be as permanent as possible, where good and capable men are 
found for the purposEJ. 
Jno. O'Neill is the Nez Perces agent, appointed July 6, 1864, and is an ex-
cellent officer. His influence over the Indians has been used to their great ad-
vantage and that of the whites. 
North of the Nez Perces are the Cceur d'Alenes and part of the Kootenays 
and Pend d'Oreilles, not parties to any treaty. While they are peaceably disposed 
and self-sustaining, and there may exist no necessities for formal treaties with 
r them, yet their country is being traversed by much travelled routes, and the 
prospectors for gold are searching every part of it and taking possession of fer-
tile valleys. From this must come collisions and eventual trouble, unless pre-
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"\\ented.. . Hence it has been recommended that a small reservation may be set 
apart for these people as a preliminary to more permanent arrangements. . 
The same action has been taken in regard to certain bands of Shoshones m 
the southern part of the 'l~rritory, in charge of Special Agent Geo. 0. Hough, 
appointed June 8, 1866, and as to whom some . details may be found at page 
190 of the -annual report of this office for 1866., 'l'hese Indians need, and for 
their good conduct deserve, protection from the government. In their case, as 
in the case of the tribes previously named, this office has recommended that a 
reservation, selected for theJil, . be set apart for their use. Govern or Ballard, of 
Idaho, has, since the summer of 1866, been superinteqdent of Indian affairs ex 
<ifficio. 
MONTANA. 
Flathead agency.-The Flatheads and part of the Kootenays and Pen_d 
d'Oreilles were brought under treaty stipulations in 18,55, but the treaty not rati-
fied till 1859. They had been under the influence of missionaries to a consider-
able extent, and many of them were well disposed towards agriculture, in which 
pursuit they have . accomplished something. A school was for some years kept 
up, but with such poor results, as compared with its cost, that its operations 
were suspended, two years since. . Three chaHges of agents during the last year 
and a half have resulted necessarily in some coBfusion in the affairs of the 
agency.. The present agent is Mr. J no. W. Wells, appointed November 9, 1866, 
and reappointed for four years from March 2, 1867, and confirmed. He has 
probably just reached his agency. . 
Blaclifeet agency, at .Itort Benton has charge of the Blackfeet proper, 
Bloods, Piegans, and Gros Ventres, members of the great Blackfeet nat,ion, and 
of the Crows. By treaty with the Blackfeet in 1855, (to which the Flathead;:; and 
Nez Perces were also parties,) the country of the Blackfeet was defined, and 
another region was defined as a common hunting ground for the three tribes, 
together with the Shoshones. A certain sum was to be paid in annual pay-
ments, in goods, for ten years, while the sum of $15,000 for eacL. of ten years 
was to be expended for their improvement in agriculture, education, and civil-
ization. The ten payments in goods have been made, and there remains on 
hand some $ 100,000 of the other fund unused. The portion expended has 
produced no practical result, the Indians being no better off for the expenditure 
made. A farm was opened, but little was done upon it, and it has been aban-
doned, and the property destroyed or plundered. Portions of these bands have 
al1Vays been more or less hostile, and the rapid increase of whites in that region 
has not tended to quiet them. In 1865 (December) a new treaty was made with 
these Indians, by which they ceded all of their country south of the 1.Vlissouri in 
.consideration of certain benefits, but the ink wae scarcely dry when new hostil-
ities broke out, and the treaty has not been sent to the Senate. The Gros Ven-
tres of this confederation live apart from the other bands, and further to the 
eastward. 
They are well disposed towards the whites, and it is to be regretted that a 
separate treaty was not made with them, in order that they might be encouraged 
to continue friendly. It will be difficult to explain satisfactorily to them why 
they do not receive the small amount of goods expected. . 
The Crows belong also to this agency, properly, but wandering over a wide 
range of country, their goods due uuder the Laramie treaty have been annually 
di tributed near ],ort Union by the Fort Berthold aP-ent. A new treaty was 
made with them in 1866 at Fort Uniop, and a new ag~ncy contemplated, to be 
Jocated at that place for this tribe and the A inaboines, but tbid treaty, with the 
other 11:1a~e that year, has not been ratified. Congress has, however, made an 
appropnat100 under it. 
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George B. Wright was appointed April 12, 1 66, to the a~ency at ~ort n-
ton, and reached his agency late in the summer. There 1s r~a 0~1 to d u?t 
whether he 1s the rio-ht man for the place, but until some exam111a.t1 n now m 
progress are complet~d, it would not be ju t to condemn him. 'l'h 
his agency can, by proper management, be kept quiet, and atlvanced_ r:dually 
in civilization, but this office is not at present pr .par d to make defimt ug 
tions to that end. As at present advised, it is thought that th , r _w tr at , 
with those made with the other Indians of that r gion, hould be rat1fi d, and 
a separate treaty made with the Gros Ventre ; or, a. imple contract, if u h ar-
rangement would be more satisfactory to Congr s. Bnt wh th r c 11tn1ct or 
treaty, the arrangement would be obligatory upon both partie", not to be violat d 
without d~sgrace and damage. 
NORTHERN SUPERINTENDE CY. 
Winnebago agency-These Indians are the remains of a formerly powerful 
tribe, which has within the past twenty years greatly dimini hed in number , 
owing to circumstances different from those affecting Indian tribes g uerally. 
When they sold their lands in Wisconsin, and accepted a reservation in Iinn -
sota, a considerable portion of the tribe (still estimated at about 700 in number) 
were dissatisfied and declined to remove; and these are still vagabonds over the 
_counties in the northwestern part of Wisconsin. As to those who removed, 
they accepted the situation, saw the necessity of labor, and within a few years 
had become nearly or quite self-sustaining upon their new and fertile lands. They 
had, and appreciated, good ~chools, and were fast advancing in civilization. 
But the Sioux massacre of 1862 changed the friendship of the whites to hatred 
of everything in the form of an Indian, and the Winnebagoes, though entirely 
guiltless, were compelled to sell out and remove. The details of their removal 
to, and abandonment of, the Crow Creek reserve are too long for recital here, 
and reference may be had to pages 407 to 414 of the annual report for 1865 . 
.By treaty with the Omahas in 1865, a new home was secured for the Winne-
bagoes, and they are being gradually restored to a condition of comfort. after 
great suffering and the loss of many lives from privation endured for several 
years. Charles Mathewson, appointed .July 16, 1866, is their agent, and has 
proved himself to be the right man for the place, which is a very laborious and 
responsible one. 
Omaha agency.-These Indians have generally profited by the beneficial 
stipulations of their treaty, and are just advanced to the condition in which they 
desire separate allotments for their farms, which allotments are being made . 
. 1,hey have a good school, and many of them are becoming considerably advanced 
in civilization. By the sale of part of their lands to the Winnebagoes, they 
h?-:e secured_ some a~dition_al_ assistance ~n that direc~ion, and will, in all proba-
bility, be ent1rely s?l1-sustamrng b_y the t1me that their paymentis expire. Their 
present agent, Loms Lowry, appomted October 26, 1856, has been in charge too 
short a time to enable this office to judge as to his efficiency. The office is now 
vacant, Mr. Lowry not having been confirmed by the Senate. 
Ottoe and Missouria agency._;The condition of these Indians is very unfavor-
able. They have a large reservation, a great deal larger than they need, and 
have had liberal annuities; but they are naturally idle, and have not had the 
proper jnfluences exerted over them to bring them to industrious habits. Their 
agency buildings have become dilapidated; the whites are encroaching upon 
their reserYe; their payments are running out; and they have no school. In 
fact, they appear to be retrograding rather than advancing. It is suggested 
that a new arrangement with them ought to be made, either for the purchase of 
part of their reserve and judicious expenditures of the funds upon a diminished 
reserve, or for the purchaoe of the whole and the removal of the tribe to the In-
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dian country. The Ottoes are suspected of being concerned in some of the out-
rages in western Kansas. They need a capable, energetic, wide-awake man for 
their agent,,. It is not quite certain that their present agent, .John 'L. Smith, ap-
pointed June 4, 1866, is such a man; but he has only been with the tribe a few 
months. 
Pawnee agency.-The troubles upon the borders have prevented the Pawnees 
from going upon the hunt as much as usual, and this is a benefit to them; it 
would be well if they could know that there was no more game to be had, that 
they might settle down to farming operations, in which they h8.ve been some-
what successful. They made in their last treaty ample provision for schools, 
and have been much at a loss to know why they received so little benefit from 
the funds expended. Quite an unnecessary amount lrns been spent in erecting 
a school building in former years, but it is now completed, and, under temporary 
arrangements, the school is doing wP-11. Under a conscientious, judicious agent 
the Pawnees ought to do well, as they need only to have their energies directed 
in the right quarter. At present, most of them would rather hunt and fight 
than work, and a large number have enlisted in the regiment of Indian scouts, 
and are away on government service; of course, they make no great advance 
towards the best features of civilization while upon such service. 
Great Nemaha agency.-At this agency are the Sacs and Foxes of Missouri 
and the Iowas-the former numbering 102, the latter 303. A.s to the former, 
little good or ill is to be said. They give the government but little trouble, but 
they are so rich with their annuities that, with the exception of the few patches 
tilled by the women, they do not work. 'They have no school, and care very 
little apparently for educati.on. The Iowas are a better class of people, and are 
improving in education and civilization, many of them being good farmers, and 
others willing to become so; have some good houses, and sustain a temperance 
organization of their own. Mr. C.H. Norris, appointed March 23, 1866, is the 
agent, and has proved himself to be a good officer. 
Niobrara agency....:_Santee Sioux.-Full details in regard to these India.us 
may be found, beginning at page 223 of the annual report for 1 S66. They are 
the remains of the people removed in 1863 to Crow creek, with additions from 
those who were imprisoned at Davenport. As to their past, the papers referred 
to will indicate the history. As to the present, they are peaceable, industrious, 
sober, and, as to many of them, a Christian people. A delegation has been in 
this city for two months, awaiting proposed action of the department and Con-
gress in regard to providing for them some other home than that now occupied 
by them; but no action has been taken. They are anxious to be permanently 
fixed somewhere, and will, after being so fixed long enough to get fairly at 
work, relieve the government of all expense. Could the Sioux, not justly iden-
tified with the Minnesota massacre, have restored to them the funds taken from 
them by the act of Congress of 1863, the money, judiciously expended, would 
be abundant for the purpose of advancing them to a self-sustaining condition. 
J. l\I. Stone, appointed June 12, 1866, is their agent, accompanied them from 
Crow creek, and is regarded as a faithful officer. 
Upper Platte agency.-Tbe tribes in charge of this agency are the Brule and 
Ogallalla Sioux, and the Arapahoes and Cheyenne bands who roam over the 
same country. The Sioux are well-defined tribes or bands, allied to those here-
tofore referred to under the head of Dacotah, but the other tribes are not so well-
defined. The latter must, however, bE; distinguished from the bands of the sa~e 
name belonging now to the central superintendency. The region claimed, m 
the Fort Laramie treaty, for all of the Arapahoes and Cheyennes, was bounded 
by the South Platte, the Rocky mountains, the Arkansas river, and a nor~h 
and ·outh line drawn through the old crossing of the Arkansas; but when, m 
1 61, a treaty was made with these tribes, a considerable portion of the people, 
refusing to take part in the treaty, remained north of the Platte with the iou.x, 
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Pottawatomie agency.-This tribe is still a large one if its variotts cattered 
hands, provided for under various treaties, and wandering about, declinin to 
avail theII,1.selves of the benefits of any treaty, were united. A con iderable 
number of them are still in Michigan, parties to treaties which locate them with 
Chippewas and Ottawas in that State; while there are supposed to be not less 
than 650 in Wisconsin, leading a vagabond life for the most part; and there are 
a few in Iowa. In Kansas they number about 2,000. One-half of these are 
yet pagans, for the most part dec1ine to avail themselves of the liberal educa-
tional facilities of the tribe, and hold their lands in common, though there are 
some good farmers even among these. The remainder of the tribe are mostly 
under the influence of Catholic missionaries, who have an admirable boarding-
school, very successful in its operations. Many of this class of Potta watomies 
are well educated, speak and write English fluently, have taken the initiatory 
steps to become citizens of the United States and abandon their tribal relations, 
and are indeed every way fitted for citizenship. 'l'hey complain, however, that 
the whites are prejudiced against them, and that they are unable to obtain justice 
or equal consideration among the whites. In the series of treaties, mostly made 
in 1854-'55 with tribes in Kansas most advanced in civilization, it was intended 
to bring about a gradual extinction of those tribes by merging them in the white· 
population; and separate holdings of land were to be set apart for such as desiredl 
, to individualize their property. After more than ten years' trial, the experi-
ment has, to a great extent, proved a failure, many of the most enlio-htened 
of the Indians declaring that they prefer selling out their property, aid, with 
their tr~bes, r_emo_ving to _a new ho~e ~n the I;1dian co_untry, where they 
can retam their tnbal relations and still improve m educat10n and civilization, 
as the Cherokees and other tribes of that country have done, under their own 
laws. After careful consideration of the case, the department, during the past 
winter, took steps to meet the emergency as to the Indians, aud, at the same 
time, yield, with as little injury to them as possible, to the advancing tide 
of emigration, which is crowding upon the Indians from every side, by inviting 
delegates from all of the Kansas tribes to this city to make treaties. 'l'he series 
of treaties thus made is now before the Senate. 
I have dwelt more fully upon this point than would be warranted but for the 
fact that the remarks relative to the condition of these Indians, and the policy 
proposed, apply also, in greater or less degree, to several other tribes in Kansas 
yet to be noticed. In the event of the ratification of the treaties referred to,. 
doubtless many of the most civ.ilized of the Indians will remain and become 
Ex. Doc. 4--2 
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citizens. Luther Palmer, appointed March 8, 1865, is the agent for the Potta-
watomies, and is an intelligent, capable, and faithful officer, and a good friend 
to the tribe. 
Omitting for the present the Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi, the next in order 
in table B, in order to group together the tribes to which the above remarks 
more especially refer, ·we come next to the Osage River agency. The tribes 
here, under charge of G. A. Colton, appointed March 8, 186,5, and who has 
given general satisfaction as an officer, are the Miamies, and the confederated 
bands of Peorias, Piankeshaws, Kaskaskias, and W eas. The remarks made 
as to the condition of the Pottawatomies apply, to a considerable extent, to these 
tribes. The special points of difference are that these people all hold lands in 
severalty, and that none of them have aclvanced so far in civilization as some of 
the Pottawatomies, though the general average of prosperity, as the result of 
well-directed industry, is doubtless greater, particularly in the case of the con-
federates. The Miamies have paid considerable attention to the education of 
their children. 
Shawnee agency.-The Shawnees number in all at the last censuf'l 1,280 
souls; but of these 520 are reckoned among the bands of the Wichita agency, 
'having been for years separated from the rest of the tribe In a late report ac-
•companyfog the treaty made with this tribe details were given of what may be 
1called their political troubles, which it is unnecessary to repeat here. The de-
:Sig-n of the department has been to unite all portions of the tribe upon a sufficient 
·reservation, and thus to bring to bear npon the less advanced and thrifty the 
.good influence of the more ad vauced and really excellent leading men of the 
trihe. The men comprising the business council of the tribe will compare, 
without discredit to themselves, with the town committees of the majority of 
white settlements, and they have the interests of their people at heart. 
The influence of the Friends' Mission for many years upon the people has 
been a. valuable one, and there are numbers of them well educated in the ordi-
nary English branches. These people, like the other tribes whose ~ornes are 
near the Missouri border, have suffered greatly at the hands of marauders 
during the troubles of Kansas and the late rebellion, but there are many fiue 
farms and good farmers among them. Their present agent is Mr. H. L. 'I1aylor, 
.appointed March 7, 18G7, but who has not yet been among the Indians at the 
agency, being in attendance with the delegat:ions here. 
Delaware agency.-'l'be remnant of this ancient tribe (but once, and that for 
a brief period, in all its history, host.He to the whites) numbers now 1,064, be-
sides 114 counted in the Wichita agency. After many shifts and changes 
under successive treaties, they were settled upon a reservation in Kansas, north 
of the Kaw river, of ample extent; but this has been sold in parcels from time 
to time, the Indians taking allotments undl~r the treaty of 1860, until, last year, 
they made a treaty providing for selling the balance of their lands in Kansas, 
and removing to the Indian country. Some -0f them are fair farmers, and men 
,of good judgment and business habits, but idleness and shiftlessness prevail to 
a considerable exten t. The income of their funds is large, and enables too 
many to supply their simple wants without work. 'rhey have an excellent 
boarding-school, conducted under the immediate supervision of their agent, Rev . 
. J. G. Pratt, last appointed April 18, 1864, who removed with them to their 
preseut reserve, aud has been a faithful friend and guardian of their interests. 
'l'his tribe has just made an arrangement with lhe Cherokees, under which, if 
.approved by the Pre ... ident, it will be merged in the latter tribe. This agency 
dlas al o charge of a fragment of the old \-Vyaudott tribe, removed from Ohio to 
Kan as. l\lo t of those who have not become citizens, and many of those who 
have, are very poor. 'l'he majority of the former class have been Jiving of late 
year , and until the war, in the Indian country. 
Omitting also, for the present, the Kaw , the next in order is the Kickapoo 
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agency, where the small tribe of Kickapoo , num_b rin only 
rw1ntly under the charge of F. G. dam , app mt d M y M • 
is uuderstood to have be n di placed by anoth r p r on, who nomm 
not confirmed. 'l'he tribe, a now con titut d ont, in m jorit/ 
Pottawatomies, who, some years ince, di ati fi d wi h th ir wn tri 
chased rights among the Kickapoo , the o-r at maj rity of th_ ick'. p pr P r 
wandering off to the southward, and being 1 t h ard from rn I . 1 n : r h . 
Rio Grande. Should the pending treaty with thi p pl b 1-. tifi d c1 ? tl ·:· 
the tribe will, ti) some extent, be reunited, and mo t of the ottaw t m1 ' 111 
remain in Kaneas, with a view to becoming citiz n . 'I1h p opl , r , k it 
some progress in agriculture, and had, ome year go, a g od ch ol und r th 
charge of the Presbyterian board, but it has been ab nc1on d. ntl y n, 
school has been again put in operation, and is ucce ful with a t w upil . 
Ottawa agenr,y.-The Ottawas here, about 200 in number, ar a bran h of ~h 
old Ottawa tribe, most of whom remain in Michigan They had ma 1 n 1d-
erable advauces in civilization before removing to a reserve in Kan as , , nd i 
1855 agreed to take part of their land in severalty, devoting the 1· mnind r to 
the establishment of_ an institution for the thorough education of Indian youth 
to be under the charge of the Baptist denoiµination, by which they have b n 
greatly assisted. 'I'hey have well educated men among them, and th p opl 
are fully self-sustaining to as great an extent as frontier farmers generally. 
Distrusting their ability to get along as citizens, they propo e to plU'cha.:'.e a 
sufficient tract of land to which to remove if the expei'iment fails. }Ir. C. C. 
Hutchinson, appointed March 25, 1864, as special agent, has been in charge 
since that date. There is reason to fear that, as the result of investigations now 
in progress, he will be found to have been either grossly negligent or otherwise 
unfaithful to his trust. 
Sac and Fox agency.-The Sacs and Foxes were once a very powerful tribe 
in Wisconsin and Illinois, and gave the government much trouble under their 
chief, Black Hawk. They finally sold out, and were removed to a point in 
Kansas so far west that it was thought they would be safe from collision with 
whites; but railroads are already beyond them. In 1S60, having more land 
than they needed, and being willing to try farming as an experiment, they ceded 
a large part of their 1·eserve, in trust. to be sold for their benefit, expecting that 
with the avails, and the proceeds of their hunt, they would be made more com-
fortable. 'l1o their astonishment they found a costly system of house-building 
entered upon and carried through, absorbing all of th6ir expected income. Seve-
ral of the lea?ing chiefa h~ve tu~ned thei1: attention to farming, and encourage 
their people m that pursmt and m education, and the school lately established 
has been very successful; but the tribe, as a whole, are blanket Indians and 
live by the hunt. '1.1riey see, however, that this cannot long be ' a safe reli~nce, 
and desire to sell their remaining reserve, and provide for a new method of life 
in auother country, away from the whites. 'I'hey are a quiet, loyal people, and 
resisted all appeals to them to join the southern Indians in the late rebellion. 
Their present agent is Albert Wiley, appointed March 20, 18G7, and who has 
not yet taken charge of the tribe. Under the same charge is also a little band 
of Chippewas and Munsees, holding their lands in severalty, earning their living 
by farming, having a good missionary school, and declining to remove. 
Kansas agenc;y.-Here are the Kaws, or Kansas t ribe, whose agent is Mr. E. 
Stover, who was appointecl March 21, 1867, but has not yet taken charge. 
The remarks made above, in regard to the Sacs and Foxes will, apply almost 
verbatim to the Kaws, and need not be repeated. 'rhey have, however, for a 
long time had a boarding-school under the charge of the .E'riends' mission, but 
it has been a failure, and has been closed. Either the " silent system" was un-
attractive to the children, or the teachers were inefficient; at all events it was 
evident that the school was accomplishing little, if any, permanent good. 
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The Kiowas and Comanches are numbered in this superintendency, because 
of the headquarters of their agent, Colonel J. H. Leavenworth, appointed July 
8, 1864, being at Fort Zarah, within the limits of Kansas ; but his tribes see 
but little of that State, except at the time of payments. 'I1hey are all wild In-
dians, disposed occasionally, as to an unruly portion- of their number, to preda-
tory expeditions, and have committed many outrages. The· older chiefs and 
tl1e majority of the people, it is believed, endeavor to check this propensity of 
their unruly young men, but find great difficulty in accomplishing it. 'l1here 
are several bands of Comanches living in western Texas, who are not parties 
to any treaty, and who are understood to be located in a country of average fer-
tility. .By a treaty made in 1865, these tribes agreed to keep themselves south 
of the Arkansas and within a wide range of country bounded by that river, 
New Mexico, a line drawn from the southeast part of New Mexico to the Red 
river at the west line of the "leased lands," the Red river, the line of 98° west 
longitude, and Red creek, and within this region a permanent home was to be 
found for them. Unless some arrangement can be made to settle them in north-
ern Texas, it is difficult to find such a place, for the west part of the Indian 
country is not of such character as would answer the purpose. Colonel Leaven-
worth, the agent, has bad a long e;xperience upon the border, and has great in-
fluence over the Indians. In the present condition of our relations with these 
Indians, his services are indispensable. 
The Arapahoes, Cheyennes, and Apaches, confederated by treaty of 1865, 
agreed to give up all other lands and retire within certain boundaries, said res-
ervation lying partly on public lands in Kansas, partly Osage lands, and partly 
Cherokee lands. They afao agreed to concentrate upon a smaller 1·eservation 
when the government should desire it. The treaty was amended in Senate so 
that this last reservation should not be in Kansas, and the Indians agreed to it, 
. thus depriving themselves of any claim to a defined tract of land, and leaving 
themselves to the mercy of the government. 
This state of things should not be allowed to continue. These people, in 
selling to the government a vast tract of land in 1861, were guaranteed a reser-
vation in Colorado, and improvements of a permanent character were going for-
ward in 1864, when the Indian war broke out. A large portion of these tribes 
tried to keep the peace, but were not met in a friendly spirit by the officers in 
charge of the military posts, and many of those who had separated themselves 
from the hostile bands were killed at the Sand Creek massacre by the troops 
under Colonel Chivington. It is scarcely to be wondered at that they feel 
' 1 
themselves to have been unfairly treated. They must have a permanent home , , , 1 
somewhere, and be taught to respect as well as fear the government. Colonel 
E . W. Wynkoop is their agent, appointed September 26, 1866, and lately (Feb-
ruary 7, 1867) reappointed for four years and confirmed. He appears to have 
the confidence of the Indians, and thus far to exercise a good influence over 
them in the diffi.cult circumstances in which they are placed. • 
The superintendent is Thos. Murphy, who bas been in charge for some three 
years, and whose fast appointment dates from March 23, 1866. He is a capable 
and valuable officer, deserving special commendation. 
SOUTHER SUPERINTENDENCY. 
The tribes of this superintendency may be divided into four classes, to wit : 
First, the Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws and Chickasaws, and Seminoles . 
.All of these tribes were removed at various times from the Gulf States: the 
Creeks from Alabama, the Choctaws and Chickasaws ·from Mi issippi, the 
Ch rokees from Georgia, and the Seminole from Florida, the latter after a long 
and expen ive war. The end of hostiHties and many negotiations was to all the 
same-th_eir removal to the we t. Fortunately, the governmen~ was able to pr~-
serve their country for them free from the interference of the wh1tee, the recogm-
111 
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tion of the institution of lavery amon th_ JU ~ou . l 
domains from being covet d by th r ct 1mm1°-r I ll 
country they had pro pered and advanc din 
as to the several tribes. The Ch rok and th 
Chickasaws had their written languncr anl , ti n·\l . 
their judges and court , their well support d cb l , a 1 • 1 • 
Many devoted missionaries and teach r fr m am 1 a- th ' h1 ' 
men of their own people, labored ucc . folly a1;11 u _th t an 
they were advancing rapidly to tand 1d by 1 l wt h tl~ 
tion. It may indeed be safely said that th b rd ·r p pultt1 
profit in following their example. 
The Creeks were not so far advanced, but th y t ' r 
gress. The Seminoles had been in th w t a h rt r tim ,, n 
heart-burnings for a long time on account of the I l rid _r nbl 
peaceably attending to their farming operation and m, krn h 
fortable living. 
.. 1 
It was thus at the breaking out of the rebellion. 'rh 
tribes with the war is treated of very fully in the annual r p rt of 1 - , nd 
1866. The result has been that they have to do ov r g in the w rk f build-
ing up their homes, opening their farms, and obtaining th r fr m th mean of 
sustaining their families. This done, they will again organize th ir ducational 
institutions, indeed are taking steps to do so now. In order to procur the mean 
of re-establishing their ruined homes, all of these tribe have made arrang men ts 
to dispose of lands, the Cherokees selling a tract which th y owned in Yan a ; 
the Creeks, the west half of their country; the Choctaws and hicka a" , the 
region known as the "leased lands;" and the Seminole.\ all of their country, 
and purchasing a home within the late Creek reserve. The agent for the hero-
kees is Mr. J. J. Humphreys, appointed September 25, 1 66, ancl reappointed 
for four years from March 2, 1867, and confirmed; he has not been long with 
the tribe, but has thus far given satisfaction. The Creek agent is James W. 
Dunn, last appointed J nne 7, 1866, and who has long been considered a judicious 
and faithful officer. Mr. W. 0hollar, appointed August 22, 1866, and reap-
pointed for four years, March 5, 1867, is agent for the Choctaws and Chicka-
saws; there has been no reason for doubting that he will perform his duties 
well. Geo. A. Reynolds is special agent for the Seminoles, appointed March 
18, 1865, and deserve:, the commendation of this office. 
The second class of Indians belonging to this superintendency comprises the 
Osages, some three hundred in number, formerly residents of Missouri for the 
mort part, but ranging over and claiming a vast region in Arkansas and wha,t 
is now Kansas. r.rhey were, by treaty, in 182:5,Hmited to a reserve fifty miles 
in width, lying upon the south line of Kansas and running west to the Spanish 
line. They have for many years had the facilities of education furnished them 
through a Catholic mis :3ion, but have profited little by it; are wild Indians, 
living by the chase, and are the most expert thieves in the country. They sold 
in 1865 to the United States a strip of land thirty miles wide from the east end 
of their reserve, and ceded in trust, to be sold for their benefit, another strip 
twenty miles wide, from the n01th side. With the ay-ails of this sale they might 
be put in a way of earning a living by a more settled life if they could be in-
duced to enter upon it, but they show no disposition to do this. 'l'he whites 
are already crowding them from the east and north, and it is probable that ere 
long it will be necessary for them also to remove south of their present limit 
and into the "Indian country." 
The third class consists of the Quapaws, Senecas and Shawnees, ( confeder-
ated,) and Senecas. These three bands occupy as many small reservations in 
the northeast corner of the "Indian country." They have made but limited 
advances in education, but were obtaining a comfortable livelihood by farming 
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and stock-raising before the late war, many of them being quite rich, as th~y 
are an iudustrious people. The Senecas and the Shawnees were from Oh10, 
removed thence some thirty years ago; and with the Senecas are a small band 
of 0ayugas from New York, who receive an annuity from that State. Though 
some of the chiefs of these people signed treaties with the rebel agents in 1861, 
neither they nor any of the people took any hostile part towards the government, 
and they ,vere obliged to leave their homes as refugees and come north for pro-
tection, many of them joining the loyal Indian regiments. Their whole country 
was devastated by the armies which passed north and south through it, and t~ey 
have now to begin the world over again. By the recent treaties-now pending 
in the Senate-they hope to obtain the means of doing this, by selling land, and 
they ask the government to recompense them to some extent for their losses. 
George 0. Snow has qeen their agent since Aug·ust, 1866, and has recently 
(March 2, 1867) been reappointed for four years and confirmed. He also has 
charge· of the Osages, his jurisdiction being known as the Neosho agency. He 
is a good officer. 
Witchita agency.-'I'his constitutes the fourth class of Indians of the super-
intendency, and it is made up of numerous fragments of tribes, gathered in the 
course of years from refugees from Kamas tribes, and bands formerly resident 
in the "Indian country" and 'Texas. 'l'hey were, before the war, living upon 
the western part of the Choctaw country, leased by the United States from the 
Choctaws for the purpose, and hence known as the "leased lands;" under the 
charge of government agents, and in a fruitful country, many of them were in a 
comparatively prosperous condition. 'They refused to unite with the southern 
Indians in their hostile course, and came north into Kansas, where they were 
furnished with scanty supplies during the war. Among them are, as before 
noticed, a considerable number of Shawnees and Delawares, who will unite with 
their tribes if they remove south. Agent Henry Shanklin, appointed May 1, 
1866, is in charge, and has shown himself to be a very judicious and faithful 
officer. He is about to remove his refugees back to the country which they for-
merly occupied, in time to raise a crop this year. When they shall be again in 
possession of the means of supplying their daily wants, educational facilities 
should be- provided for them. 
~he superintP-ndent for the southern superintendency is James Wortham, 
appointed .March 29, 1867, for four years, who has not yet entered upon l1is 
duties. He is thefourth, superintendent within three years. 
We come now to several independent agencies. 
Green Bay agency, comprising the Stockbriges and Munsees, the Oneidas, 
and the Menomonees. 
The Stockbridges (there is but one Munsee left) were from Massachusetts 
and New York, and were, with the Brotbertowns, located upon a small reserva-
tion east of Lake Winnebago, in Wisconsin. After the lapse of some years, the 
Brothertowns abandoned tribal life, and the others sold their lands, which were 
of a valuable quality, and where they were livh1g in great comfort, and removed 
to a new reserve, which they had never seen, and which has proved to be utterly 
ueeless for farming purposes. These people are far advanced in civilization, 
educated and chri tianized, and abundantly able and willing to take care of them-
selves, if they only be placed where they can do so. If the pending treaty i 
ratified and carried into effect, this will be accomplished. 
The Oneidas form the greater portion of the old tribe of that name, one of the 
Six Jations of ew York. They have improved much in civilization, though 
they are too near large towns of the whites and corner groceries for their _own 
good. They have for some time had two schools, conducted by the Episco-
palian and the fethodi ts, the former being quite efficient. 
The fenomonees formerly owned a great part of eastern Wi con i_n, but are 
now upon a re erve in the north-too far north, indeed-and the oil too cold 
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for their advantage in farming operation . Still, th y ar doing o~ hin o- ; 
with the excellent influence of the school , k pt by d voted atb h w 
advancing in civilization. 'l'hey are willing to do b_ tt r, and w nl d . 
upon more fertile lands. Morgan L. Iartin (appoint d fay , 1 G ) 1 h 
special agent in charge, and is a man of ability and energy, and v ry u ful t 
the Indians. 
Lhippewas of the Mississippi .-These Indian are g nerallr divid . foto 
three bands, with whom separate treatie have b n made at d1ffi r nt tu~ , 
under which treaties large tracts of land in northern Minne ota hav m mt 
the possession of the United States; but each of the e band or trib i g. in 
subdivided into numerous smaller ones. Under their treatie , e p ially th 
made in 1863 and 1864, arrangements were provided for large exp nditur 
be made in their behalf for purposes having their establishment upon farm in 
view; but frequent changes of agents, and some dissatisfaction on th part of the 
bands, who were expected to enter more particularly upon this work, and many 
of whom are fair farmers already, have retarded their improv m nt. Tb 
destruction of their mission and school building, (in charge of the Epi opal 
church, and doing great good among the people,) as the result of the C~ippewa 
raid of 1862, (a brief outbreak, speedily quelled,) bas also retarded their advance 
in civilization, and the doubts and delays in regard to the permanent location of 
the people have prevented the re-establishment of those institutions. A treaty 
has recently been made which, if ratified, will greatly benefit the Mississippi 
bands, to whom these remarks specially refer. The other bands show as yet 
but little disposition to turn to farming, though the more southern bands do 
something in that way. The Pembina band have intercourse mostly with the 
British settlements to the northward. 
Joel B. Basset, appointed November 9, 1866, and reappointed for four years 
March 2, 1867, and confirmed, is the agent of these bands. 'l'hough but a brief 
period in office, he appears to be a valuable officer. 
Cltippewas of Lake Superior.-These bands comprise other portions of the 
great Chippewa or Ojibway nation, which was at one time powerful in all the 
northwest, east of the Mississippi and Red rivers. Those connected with this 
agency are unfortunately scattered about in small communities here and there, 
part in northern Wisconsin, and one considerable band (the Boise Fortes) in 
Minnesota, near the British line; of course it is impossible for any agent to keep 
a proper supervision over them, or to exercise the influt:>nce necessary to their 
advancement; but some of them are turning their attention to farming in a 
/ small way. If these Indians (in Wisconsin) could be concentrated upon one 
1 reservation and their funds for beneficial purposes judiciously expended there 
there might be some reasonable hopes of improvement. ' 
Luther E. Webb, appointed March 23, 1866, is their agent, and does as well 
as any one can for these people under the circumstances. 
Mackinac agenc~---:--The Indians of this agency, all. in Michigan, comprise 
numerous ban?s of Oh~ppewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatom1es, gradually associated 
under st:ccess1ve treaties for many years, and gathered upon numerous reserva-
tio_ns_ lymg mo~tly near t_he _coast of Lakes Michigan, Huron, and Superi0r. 
M1ss10ns of vanous denommat10ns, and schools, have been established among 
them for a long time, and a large number of the people are so far educated as to 
be able to exercise intelligently the elective franchise, to which they are admitted 
in Michigan. There are many idlers among them, as among white people; but 
the average value of the products of their industry will compare favorably with 
that of many white settlements. Most of these people are preparing to abandon 
their tribal relations, and desire to make arrangements with the government to 
that end. It is deemed very desirable that such arrangements should be made 
at as early a day as practicable. Richard M. Smith, appointed ,June 21, 1866, 
is their agent, and is a prompt and careful officer, exercising as good supervision 
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as is possible over a people so scattered about, at points very distant from each 
other. 
New York agency.-The Indians under charge of this agency are, with the 
Oneidas in Wisconsin, Cayugas in the Indian country, and a few scattered 
members of different bands in Kansas, all that remain of the formerly powerful 
Six Nations of New York, which filled so large a space in the early history of 
this country. 1'1rny are living upon a number of reservations of greater or less 
extent in western New York, have the advantage of the school system of that 
State, and are for the most part for advanced in civilization, many of them, 
indeed, being fully equal in every respect to the white race. A.n old unsettled 
question between them and the United States exists, arising out of a former 
treaty in which they proposed to remove to the west, and the Indians have 
doubtless an equitable claim to a considerable amount. 1'his matter should be 
settled, as the lapse of time makes it more difficult of adjustment. 
One band of this people, not, however, connected with the agency, called the 
St. Regis band, lives in the northeast, near Plattsburg, partly in New York and 
partly in Canada. They draw some small annuity from the State. No accounts 
of them have reached this office of late. H. S. Cunningham, appointed October 
25, l 866, is the special agent in charge. His duties are not very onerous, and 
his tribes require no very strict oversight, but what was to be done has thus far 
been done with good judgment. 
Otlter Indians not in charge ef any agency.-The only Indians not referred 
to in this sketch, save here and there a few families who remain in the vicinity 
of the ancient lwmes of their ti·ibes, are the Cherokees of Georgia, the Seminoles 
of .Florida, and the Miamies of Indiana. 
When the Cherokee nation removed to the west, a portion declined to do so, 
and continued to reside in their old country, in northern Georgia and the adjoin-
ing portions of Tennessee and North Carolina. Many of these people have 
become mixed with the blacks, but many of the full bloods and mixed with 
whites remain. They have, in common with the rest of the population at the 
south, suffered greatly by the war, and it is stated that there are some two thou-
sand who might be gathered together and removed to the west. A. fund was 
set apart in one of tlie treaties for this purpose, but it has been returned to the 
general fund by the 1,reasury Department, and will have to be reappropriated. 
The Seminoles of Florida are likewise a remnant who refused to remove to 
the west. Recent estimates reckon their numbers at five hundred to six 
hundred, but it is deemed very doubtful whether there are so many. We know 
little of them. 
The Miamies of Indiana were left behind when their tribe removed to the 
west, and received their small annuities at their own homes. They give the 
government no trouble, and are never heard from except at payments. 
I have thus gone over the whole field, and presented a brief notice, in response 
to the resolution of the Senate, in regard to each of the tribes under charge of 
the department. 
In respondjng to the call for information under the £fth head of the resolution 
of the Senate, in which the remarks of the department in reference to the future 
policy towards, and treatment of, the Indian tribes were requested, I have as-
sumed that the object of the Senate was to obtain the suggestions of the depart-
ment in regard to individual tribes, and have accordingly so arranged this report. 
If, howev~r, it was intended that recommendations and suggestions should be 
furni hed, covering the whole ground of the policy of the government towards 
the Indian tribes, no attempt has been made to this end. The brief time which 
ha elap ed since I entered upon the duties of Commissioner of Indian Mairs 
not admitting of such deliberate consideration of the subject as its nature and 
importance demands. 
{ 
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r.rrusting that, in view of the brief time afford d fo~ it_ p1: par tion, thi 
report may prove. sati factory, I have the honor to ubm1t, 1t with the a co -
panying tables. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNI NG, 
Secretary of tlie Interior. 
TABLE A. 
T R, 
Commi i ner. 
Table showing the approximate number of persons belon uing to eacli trio of 
Indians in the United States, arranged alpliabetically. 
[N0TE.-Where no statement of population is made opposite the name of the tribe, HI b cau th trib is 
aggregated with others, as noted in table B, under the head of the proper superintend ncy and ug n y. ln 
cases where several tribes are thus aggregated, the population of the agency is Het oppo ite the nnm of th 
agency where it first occurs in this table, and in italics.) 
Name of tribe or band. Superintendency. Agency. 
f ~:!t~:: ~~~~;~~;~:::::: : : : : : : : ~:::::: . ~~iii:~:::::::::: . ?T~~ ~ ~l~\ ·: ·: ·: :::::::::::::::: 








Apache_s, with Cheyennes of Upper Ar-
kansas. (See Arapahoes). . . . . . . . . . . . . Central........... Arapahoes and Cheyennes ..••..••..... . •.. 
Arapahoes, (Upper Arkansas) ......... ... ... do .. .......... Arapahoes and Cheyennes....... 4,000 
Arapahoes, (Upper Platte) .•. . ...... . •.. Northern ......... Upper Platte.................. 750 
Arickarees . .................•........•. Dakota .......... Fort Berthold. . . ...• .... .. . . . . 1,500 
irfi;!ft~i~-;~A~~~:~i~:~~;::::·:::::::. ~it;1: _:::::::::: ::::::t:::·:-::::::::::::: :::::: ...... -~:-~~ 
Blackfeet. . . . .• . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Montana. . • . .. • • . Blackfeet, (at Fort Benton)..... 2, 450 
~~~~:Sh~;h~~~~:. ·cs~~ ·sh~~h~~e-s):: ::: : : . ia.~~~ :: : : ::: :: : :: -~-l~~~f~~:.-. :::: ::: : : : ::::::: ::: .•.•.• -~·-=~  
Bruneau Shoshones. (See Shoshones) ....... do .. . ..................... . ............... ... . . . ... ...... . 
Caddoes, with Ionies... .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . Southern......... Witcbita ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••••• 362 
8:~~fe0t t!~ .. ·cs~~-ut~-s>:: ::: :: : : : : ::: : : g:~0:~~i~~:::::: . ~~~~~~-~~~-~e_-_ ::::::: ::: :: : ::: ....... :~ :~~ 
8:f:!;:!gt:,<sr!~~~a:1~~~:::·.::::::::::: ::::~~-·:.:::::::::: -N~~ Y~;.k::::::::::····· ...... i; ~g 
it~f ~f tJ~l;j)i/;;l\\)\\\\ ·i~I~/t\\\ t1if (Li//(i\ ::::::l~ 
Cheyennes, (Upper Arkansas) ........... Central ......... . Arapahoe and Cheyenne ....... . .....• • . _ .. 
Cheyennes, (Upper Platte) ...... . ....... Northern ..•...... Upper Platte.. . . . .. . . . .. .••. .. 1 800 
Ch~ckasaws. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Southern. . . . . . . . . Choctaw and Chickasaw. . . . . . . 4: 500 
Ch~ppt-was an~ ~u~se~s, (Kansas) . ...... Central. .......... Sac and Fox of Mississippi..... 80 
Chippewas, M1ss1ss1pp1 bands..... .. ..... ... . . . . .. .. . . ..... . Chippewas of Mississippi....... 2 166 
Chippewas, Pillagers, and Lake Winne- ' 
c~~i~~~~~ii~cii~k'e",-~~;iP;~i;i~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~: :: :::::::::::::::::::: i:m 
Chippewas of L:ctke Superior . ............ . .... . .... . . .. ..... Chippewas of Lake Superior... .. 4,500 
Chippewas, Bois Fort band, with last 
gfilif gr:-~;t~!f ~~t2CL~~ ~; : : : ::: :::::::: :: : i ;~~;ii";;:) i ::::;:::::::::: ....... k~ 
Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatomies .......................... do ..... _ ..... _. .••• .. . . . . l, ~~~ 
Choctaws. .............................. Southern. . . . .. . . . Choctaw and Chickasaw. . . • . . . 12,500 
~[if Jf :~_~;:;:t::::::)::: 111~~'~·)::::: I:;:~:;\):):::::::: ······ 1e 
Oolvilles, &c ............. ~.............. Washington...... Fort Colville ... ..... . . . ........ , 3; 400 
Comanches, with Kiowas.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Central.... . . . • . . Kiowas and Comanches........ 2,800 
g~~~1te~-.-::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : . ~_r:1;~_._._._._.:::::: tA!1:: : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : .:: : : :·:: ::: :: 
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rrABLE A-Continued. 
Name of tribe or band, Superintendency. Agency. Population.. 
Creeks.................................. Southern......... Creek ....•••...••..•••••••. - • • 14, 396 
Crows.......... ........... ... .......... Montana ... ...... .............••....•••.••.• - • - - • 3, 900 
Delawares, (Kansas) ..••................. Central. .......... Delaware .. ....••..•..•••••• - • 1, 064 
Delawares .........•••...•...•.•........ Southern ......... Witchit.a ......•..•.•••••••• - - . 114 
Dalles, band of Wascos ................. Oregon . .,........ Warm Springs ......•.•••... - - . 1, 070 
Delmashes ............................•..... do . . . • . . . . . . . . Siletz .........••.••.•• - .. - - - - • • - - . - - - - - - - • 
Deschutes, band of Walla• \Vallas ............ do.. . . . . . . . . . . Warm Springs ...•....•.•.•• - - ..•. - - - • - - - • -
~:ga!l::~··.~~~.~ ~:.~~~~~~::::: :: : : : :: : : . ,v~~t~gt~~;: ::::: . T~i~z~i-. ·.·.:: :: ::::::: :: : : : : : : : ... -. -. i; 900 
~~~i:~d~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~1~~~·.-::::::.:: ~i1::~~;a:::: ::::::::::::: :: : : : . --- . -. --558 
Flores Creek............................ Oregon........... Siletz ..•..........•.•••. - •.• - ..•• - - - • - - - - • 
Goships. (See Weber Utes)............. Utah ................................•.•.••....• - ..••••• - - • - - • 
Grand River Utes. (See Utes) ........... Colorado ......... Grand River and Uintah Utes ..•••••• - • - - - . 
Gros Ventres. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Dakota........... Fort B erthold . . • . • • . . • • • • • . . • . 400 
Gros Ventres, with Blackfeet ............ Monfana ......... Blackfeet ....•...••..••••..• - . 1, 500 
Hoopa Valley .......•...••.•............ California .•...... Hoopa Valley. .......... .••••. 623 
Hualapais...... . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • .. • • . Arizrma.......... River tribes . .••..••••••.•..• - ..•••••••• - - -
Humboldt River .........•...•.......... California ........ Smith Riv er ..•.•.•.••••...• - • . 625 
Ionies. (See Caddoes) ..•....••..•.. , • . . Southern......... Witchitas ..•...•.•••.•.••...•..••••• •• - - . -
Iowas ...... . ........................••. Northern ......... Great Nemaha................. 303 
JicarillaApaches. (See Apaches) ....... New Mexico ..... . Cimarron .....•.•.•..•.....•.•..•••••••••.• 
Joshuas ... ........•.............. . . ... . Oregon ........... Siletz . ..............•...••..••...••.•••• - • -
John Day's band of Walla• Wallas ........... do ............ Warm Springs ....••.•.••..••...••••••.... 
Kansas or Kaws ....•................... Central.... . .. .. . Kansas ..... ................... 670 
Kaskaskias, &c .....••.•.................... do ............ Osage River................... 236 
Keechies ......•.......•.... .. .......... Southern ..... ... . Witchita .. .................... 144 
Kickapoos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Central........... Kickapoo... . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • . . . 242 
King's River and other bands . . . . .. . .. . . . California.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . • • • . • .. 14, 900 
Kiowas, with Comanches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Central........... Kiowas and Comanches ......... _ ••.••..•.. 
Klamath .........................••..... Oregon ........... Klamath and Modoc........... . 4,000 
Kootenays. (See Cceur d'Alenes). . . . . . . Idaho .................•.....•.... . ..•.•.••....••..•••••••••. • 
Kootenays.............................. Montana. . . . .. • . . Flathead.. . . . . • .. • . • . • • . . . . . • . 287 
Lummis .........................•...... Washington ...••. Tulalip . ..•••.........•.••.••...••.•.••..• 
Li pans.................................. Sout-hern......... Witchita .........•.••••.....•..•• _ ••..••. • 
Lnckimutes ............................. Oregon........... Grande Ronde ..••....•••.•..... . _ •..• _ ••••. 
Mackenooteways .............•.•.•......... do ............ Siletz .•.......•.•..•.•••.••••..•••••..••.. 
Makahs, (three bands) ................... Washington ...... Makah ...... ..•... ...• .• .•..•• I, 400 
Mandans ................................ Dakota .....••.••. Fort Berthold. . .. . •• . .• • •. . • • . 400 
Maquache Utes. (See Utes).... .. . . .. . . . New Mexico ...... Cimarron ................................ . 
Maricopas, with Jirnas. . . . . . . • . .. . . .. . . . Arizona . . . . . . . . • . Papagos. .. .................... 7, 500 
Marysville .............................. Oregon . .•. •...... Grande Ronde ............................ . 
Menomonees.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green Bay. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • I, 376 
Mescalero Apaches. (See Apaches) ...... New Mexico ...... Mescaleros ....•..•.•.•.••...•..••.••.•.... 
Miamies . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Central........... Osage River. . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . 127 
Mimbres Apaches. (See Apaches) . ...... New Mexico . ............................................... .. 
Mis~ion Indians . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . California . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . . • . 3, 300 
l\fissourias, with Ottoes ...... .. ......•... Northern . .....•• . Ottoe and Missouria .........•.•.•••.••..•• • 
Modocs .............••...•... .. ......... Oregon ........... Klamath and Modoc ............••..•••.••. 
Mohaves ....•...•.....•...••......••••. Arizona .......... River tribes ....... ..............•..•.•••.• 
Molallas ..•................•.•.......••. Oregon .........•. Grande Ronde ............................ . 
l\folels ...............................•...... do ....•............. do . ........ : ......... .....••••....... 
l\foquis . ................................ Arizona......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 2,500 
Mu11sees, with Chippewas .........•..... Central. .......... Sac and Fox of Mississippi. ............... . 
Munsees, with Stockbridges. (See Stock• 
bridges) ............ .. ..................... . ............ Green Bay .......................•••.•...• 
Navajoes ... .... ...... .................. New Mexico ..... . Bosque Redondo, &c... ........ 7,700 
:::tp~~!6~·-·:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: r:::i~::::::::::: ~~:n::r!~~~~: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: ..•... ·2:830 
Ni quallies &c Washington Puyallup ........................•.......•. 
8!~1}~~~~8.:.: j ~ j j ~ ~~ ~ j ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ f;m:it~~ ~ ~i ~~~ i~i:~~1.~i~1.~:·~·~:: :: : : :: : : :: :: :: ::: ::: :::ii; 
Oneidas, (Wi cousin) . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green Bay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, }fli 
Oneidas, (New York) ...... ................................. New York..................... ( 
Oneidas, with Onondagas ......................................... do. . . .. .• . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 96 
Onondaga .. .. ............. ..........••. . .......•................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325 
Onondaga, w:ith enecas ......................................... do. .. . ....... .. .. .... ... . 138 
Ottoes and Mis8ourias ................... Northern ......... Ottoe and Missouria...... .. . . .. 511 
Ottawa , (Kansa ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Central ... .'.. .. . . Ottawa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Ottawa and Chippewas. (See Chippewas.) . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . Mackinac .............................. • • • 
8:;:,s· iii~~·;_-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~}~:~f~ :: :::::: ~~!~i;;,: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: : : :: :: 3' !f: 
I :t~fet_-.-.~ ... ~.~.·~·~~~:..:::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : ~l!~i~· .. :.::::::: }:i~ie~e~:: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::::: ...... } : 
Pembina, hippewas. ( ee Chippewas) .............. ....... Chippewas of Missis ippi. ................. . 
;;f ;~:r::: iijj~~;;L; :_:_:_:_:_::;: . ~:~t\:: !! . f 1.~¼l~1:. :·):.:: !) : )::: ;;: ;; }!! 
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TABLE A-Continued. 
Names of tribes or bands. Superintendency. Agency. 
P pulnti u. 
i::~:~~ ·.-:.-.·.-: .. ·.-.·::: .·.-.-.- .-.-. : ·.:: :·.: ::: :: ~~~~~·--.-. .- .-: ::: . Bl~· ki. t:: : :: :: : :: : :: :: :: :: : : : l, 70 
Pillagers, (Chippewas.) (See Chippew a ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bipp wai; of U · i ippi . • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · 
!~];{·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::: :: : : : : : : : ~:!;f:_: :: : : : : : : : ~;!~{n .s .. ~-~~:·:·:·:·:··~·::::::::::::: ....... 4; ~. ;> 
Pottawatomi.es, (Kansa ·) . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Central..... .. ... . Potta:vntomies ..... • • • • • • • · · · · · 1, !) 
4
~ 
Pottawatom1es of Huron . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f ackmnc • •: • • • • • • · ·: · · · · · · · · · 
650 Pottawatomies of Wisconsin........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pottawatomie and Wmn bag 
~~ittt(U)\\fo Itf !]\\\ ~Ii~f'id/CY:> ::::::~·:s 
Sacs and Foxes of Missi~sippi....... .. ... Cen tral. ....... . .. Sac and Fox of Mis i sip pi..... 76 > 
Sacs and ~'oxes of Missouri...... . .. . .... Northern........ . Great Nemaha .. .. .. ... . .. . •• . . 10'~ 
~~~~~~a!i.~~1:s. :::: ::::::::: :: : : : : : : :: :: : ?·~~~~--.-.·.·:.·.:: :: ?1~~~i! ~ ~~~·e·:: :: ::: : : : :: : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
Scotons ............•.............•...•..... do . . .......... Siletz . .. .. ... ... ........• . ... ....•.. . ..... 
Senecas .............................•.. Southern .••.... . Neosho. . .... . .. . ... . ..... . ... . 130 
Senecas. (See Allegany, Ca ttarau gus, . 
Tonawanda) ........•..•................ . ......•.......•. New York .......• •.... . .•.••. .• •..• . •·· • · 
Senecas and Shawnees.................. Southern ..•.... . Neo ho . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ...... . . 210 
Seminole . ..... . ..........•.......••.•••..... do . .........•.. Seminole. ............. . ....... 2,000 
Shawnees of Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . Central . . . . . . . . . . Shawnee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 660 
Shawnees of Indian country............. Southern . . • . . • . . Witcait.a . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 520 
Shoshones, eastern bands, and 13aunacks. . Utah . . • . . . . . . . . . Fort Bridger............ . .. . .. . 4, 500 
!!~~;f !¥1:f f if f t\U/ :~t~tn/ til1L\U\//:\Hi\\ ....... t! 
Sioux, (Yanctons.) (See Yanctons) ...•.. Dakota .......... Yancton . .•...........•........ . ...•..•...• 
S!oux, (Lower Brules) .........•............ do ..•......... Upper Missouri.......... . ..... 1, 200 
!Ill If ~if 1lt:/}%\l\ \\\ \\\'.)~\\\\ I\\\}{i)\\\l:\\\\: ii 
Siou x, (Brules and Ogallallas)............ Northern .. , . . . . . . Upper Platte . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,865 
Sioux, (Ogallallas.) (See above) •.....•. . ... do ...............•.. do .... . ............•••••..•.•...•••.• 
Sioux, (Sissetons and others.) (See note).. Dakota .................•.................•.•.•...••. . .. . •••. 
Sinselaws . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • . • • • . . . • . Oregon . . . . . • . . • . Alsea ....................•......• . .....•.• 
Sixes .••...•............•................... do ............ Siletz ..••.....•...•.•..•.........••....... 
~:~~~~~a~!1;, ·~ith·S;Kiaii;~; ::: ::: ::::: · .. ~~ti~~.t~~. :::::: .~:~.~~~~.i~~~:: ·.·.:: :: : :: ::::::. : ...... ~~~~~ 
Smith R iver . . .......................•... California .•...••. Smith River ............••...•...•......... 
Snakes, (Yahooskin.) (See Klamath) .... Oregon ..•....... Klamath and Modoc ............••..•.....• 
Snak es, (Wohlpapee, Wahtatkin, I•uke• 
spiu le, and Hoolebooly) ............•.•..... do .................. do ..•.....................•• . .••...•. 
Spok a n es, withColville .......•.•........ Washington ...... Fort Colville .•........•... . .•..•.......... 
l~iif §I~€:EFt?·:·~:::::::: ;~J~1t1:/:::: t;t:!;~:.\/:::::::::: :::::::::l: 
Tonk a ways ....................••..•••..............•......................•....•.•.....•.....•••••••.• 
Tualatims ...................•......•.... Oregon ......•••. Grande Ronde .............••..•••.•.•••.• 
~~}:
1it~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~::: : : : : : : ifi}~~~~!o~::::: ·. i~i:1ii:;~r·:::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:f ~::~~~~8. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~i~e.~~~ ." .": _" _" _".:::: i~~~ 0~;~~~.:::::: : : : : : : : : : : • • • • • • • • • 360 
Two•took -e•ways .... . ......•............ Oregon .••..•.•.. Siletz ...... . ..••... •.•...............•••.• 
TyghR ......... . .. . ......................... do ............ Warm.Springs .................. , •.. ·: ..••.•• 
Uintah i;, (band of Utes.) (See Utes)..... Colorado......... Grand River and Uintah Utes ....•.•........ 
g~t if !;;~;iii\~;:::::::::::::::: : ~~~1r:;-;-:-::::: ili~~~:):) .:.: :) : :;: : : : ::::: ?J 
Umpqu as and Calapooias .......... •......... do .................. do .•........ •. •· • • • .••....•••••.....• 
m:~.\W~ba"1:)· .-.-.-.·.-.-::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : .~.t~k _. .-:.-.:::::: .~i~.t~~ ~~:1~:.-.:::::::::::: :: : : r: ~gg 
Utes, (Pah•Utes) .......... . ................. do ...•.•.........•...........•..... • • • • • . ..... 1, 60!) 
Utes, (Piedes) ............ . • . .. •.•.......... do ................•. . ..•...•.....•.. •········· .•••• , •••..• 
Utes, (Capote) .••..•••.•.. .•• .•.•....••. New Mexico .••... Abiquiu .•..•...•. •··········· 350 
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TABLE A-Continued. 
Names of tribes or bands. Superintendency. Agency. Population. 
Utes, (Webinoche) ...................... New Mexico ...... Abiquiu .. •..••.••••.. ......•. 
Utes, (Maquaehe) ........................... do............ Cimarron .............•........ 
Utes, (Grand River and Uintah) ......... Colorado • • • . . . . . Grande River and Uintah Utes .. 
lJtes, (Tabequache) .............•........... do............ Conejos ....... ... .. ....... .. •• 
Wacoes . . ............................... Southern ....... . Witcbita ... .. ..........•. ..••. 
700 
600 
') 500 2: 500 
135 
Walla•Wallas, three bands ............... Oregon.... . .. . . . Warm Springs ..............• - •. - - - - • • · · · · · 
Do ..•.................................. do............ Umatilla ............•...•.... .. - - - • • • · · · · · 
~::~~:~·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·_-.·.·_-::::::::::::::::::: ·N~v~i~·_-_-_-_-:::::: ~~;: ~;~n~~_-_-_-_-_-_-. :: : : ::: : : : · ··· ·· ··· 500 
Weas. (See Kaskaskias)........... ... . . . Central.... . . . . . . Osage River .....•........... . • - - • • • • • · · · · 
W eber Utes. (See Utes)................ Utah .................................•............ - • • - • • • · · · 
~r:~:~~~~~s .. <~.~~ .~~~~).:::::::::::::::: :~;;h:.~x~~~:::::: i1~4n~;ag~·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:::::::::: ....... i," 750 
Winnebagoes of Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . Winnebagoes and Pottawatomies 700 
Winnebagoshish, (band of Chippewas).... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . Chippewas of Mississippi ........••. • - • • • - · · 
Witchitas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . • . 39-2 
Wylackies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California . . . . . . . . Round Valley ........•............ - - • • • • • • • r a"k!~i:~~d ~~~!~0~~:)_ ·.-.:_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::: ~~:~f~·;t~~ · _-_:::: ~=~~~a·_-_-_-_-_-:·_-_-_-_-_-_-. : : : : : : : : : : .... -.. 3,° 000 
i!:C~~~s s1~~;_·_-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.: ::::: :::: :: g~t~~~:::: ::::::: i::~f;f~.~~~ _-_-_-_-_-_-_ ::: : : :: : : : ...... ·2," 5jo 
Yavapais . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arizona.......... River Tribes ...•.•..•...........•. ..... • • • 
Yumas .. ........................... ..... .... do ......•.•......... do ... ... . .. . ...•.•.........•... - .. - • • 
Add estimated for snndry bands in Oregon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . 900 
Add estimated for numerous small bands 
in Washita agency ..•............•......•.••.•...•.•.••.........••... ••• .•.•..••......•.. 1, 000 , ____ _ 
Total as per table B. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . ..•......•..•....•.......•..... 295, 774 
NOTE.-To the above total should be added about the following numbers for tribes and band1:1 
of which no census bas been taken; or which are not definitely in charge of any agent: 
Comanches, ranging in Northwest Texaq, say.................................................. 4,000 
Cherokees in Georgia, North Carolina, &c., say. ............................................. . 2, 000 
Sacs and Foxes in Iowa, say....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
00
24 
Seminoles in Florida, say. ......................................... ..... .................... . u 
Sisseton and other Sioux in Northeast Dakota, &c... .. .. . .. . . . . . .. ......•. .. . •• ... . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500 
St. Regis, remnant of old Canada nations, in New York....................................... 677 
Wyandotts, remnant of old tribe, say . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 250 , ____ _ 
Grand total as estimated....................................................... 306, 475 
TABLE B. 
Table showing the population of the various Indian tribes, by superintendencies, 
corrected by the reports ef 1866. 
Superintendency and agency. Tribes. 
WASHINGTON. 
Tulalip .................•..... 
S'Kokomisb .............. _ .. . 
TuJalips, Lummis, &c .. ...•.................•...... 
S'Klallams, &c ..........................••....... 
1\fakab ..... ......... ..... .... . JlfakahH, &c .................. ...... . ........... _ .. 
Puyallup .................... . 
Quinaielt ...•................. 
Yakama ................ ..... . 
Fort Colville ................. . 
Puyallups, Nisquallies, &c .•.. ..........••... •..•.. 
Quinaielt11, Quilebutes, &c ......................... . 
Yakamas, &c ................ .•.. ... .... .. ......... 
Spokane!!, Colvillee, Pend d'Oreilles, &c •.•..••...•. 
OREGON. 
Umatilla .. ....•...•.....•..•.. Walla•Wallas, Cayuses, and Umatillae .••.•.....••.. 
:i.:~de Ik:::i~·: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : :f~~!strRi!~c~Je~•a!"Js::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
Al sea. . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . • . • . . Coo es, Umpquae, &c ... .....•. ......•...... •... ... 
iletz . ..........•............. Fourteen tribe11 and bands .................... ..... . 
Klamath ....••••.••••••••...•. Klamatbs, Jlfodocs, and four bands of nakes ..•..•.. 
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TABLE B-Continued. 
Superintendency and agency. Tribe. Popul lion. Total. 
CALIFORNIA. 
Round Valley ........... ,..... Pitt Rivers, Wylackies, Ukies, &c ................. . 
Hoopa Valley................. VariouM bands .... . ............. ....•.•...• •....... 
Smith River ................... Humboldt and Wylackies .. ........... •...•........ 
TnleRiver ........ ....... ... .. Owens River and Tnle River ..•...........•........ 
Mission Indians ............... Various bauds . .... ...... ....... .................. . 
Coahuillas and other tribe ......................•.. 
King River and other bands .................. ..... . 








PRpagos ........•......•.•••.. Papagos 5,000, Pimos and Maricopas 7,500 .•.. ..•... 
River tribes................... Yumas, Mo haves, &c ............. . ....... ... . .... . 
NEVADA, 
Apa.Cht'S . ...................••............... ...... 
Moquis .....•...........•................•.......•. 
Carson City ........••...•..... Pi•Utes . ................ . ......................... . 
UTAH, 
Fort Bridger . ........ •........ 
Uintah Valley ........•.•.• .. . . 
NEW MEXICO, 
Bosque Redondo ..•...• . 
Pueblos . ... ..•..... .. ......•.. 
Abiquiu ....................•. 
Cimarron ....... "' ........... . 
Mescalero Apache .•........... 
COLORADO. 
Washoes ............ . ....•................... ..... 
Bannacks . ......•......................••........ . 
Shoshones ..................•...•.....•..•....•.•.. 
Eastern Shoshones and Bannacks ..•....•........... 
Northwestern Shoshones ... .............•. ••....... 
Western Shoshones .......•....•................... 
Goships and Weber Utes ..•...•.................... 
Utahs ........................•.........•.......... 
Piedes ............................................ . 
Pah•Utes ......................................... . 
Navajoes at reservation ................. .......... . 
Navajoes at large ........•......................... 
Pueblos ..... .... .. ....... ............. ........... . 
Capote Utes ........................•....... .. ..... 
Webinoche Utes ......•.....••...•................. 
Maqnache Utes ...............•.......... •... ...... 
Jicarilla Apaches ......•...................... . .... 
Mescalero Apaches .............•....•............ . 
Mimbres Apaches . . ......................... .. . ... . 
Captives held in peonage .•..•.•..•......••......... 
Denver....................... Grand River and Uintah Utes ... ................•.. 
Conejos ....................... Tabequache Utes .........•...••..•.............•.. 
DAKOTA, 
Yan cton . ... ................. . Yancton Sioux ...................... . ............ . 
Pon ca ....................... . 
Upper Missouri Sioux ......•.. i~~c:rs :s~~i~~:::::::: :.: : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
Lower Yanctonais .. ............................•. . 
Two Kettles . .................... . ................ . 
~\~~k::i~j~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Uncpapas ........................................ . 
Ogallallas ........................................ . 
Upper Yanctonais ................................. . 
Sans Arcs ........................................ . 
Fort Brrthold ................ . Arickarees ........................................ . 
Gros Ventres ..................................... . 
Mandans ....... .... .............................. . 
Assinaboines ........................... ... ...... .. . 
IDAHO. 
Nez Perces .................... Nez Perces ....................................... . 
MONTANA. 
Flathead .•...•...•......••••.. 
Blackfeet . .................. .. 
Creur d' Alen es, Kootenays, &c ......•.......•...•.. 
Boise and Bruneau Shoshones .•...•..•••.•...•.. • .. 
Kammas Prairie Shoshones ........................ . 
Flatheads .... .... . ..................... ....... ... . 
Upper Pendd'Oreilles ............................. . 
~~ctfeit~::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Piegans .......................................... . 
Bloods ....................................... . ... . 
Gros Ventres ......................... •···· • • •· •· ••· 
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TABLE B-ConHnued. 
Superintendency and agency. Tribes. Population. Total. 
NORTHERN. 
Winnebago ... _ .. __ ...... - - - .. Winnebagoes ....... - .•...............•. - •..•..• - •. 
Omaha··-----·---------····-· Omahas····-···········-·························· 
Ottoe ··-----·-···· ........... . Ottoes and Missourias ..............••........... - .. 
Pawnee .....•.... .• •...•...•.. Pawnees·-·············--···················-····· 
Great Nemaha .•......... _ .... Sacs and Foxes of Missouri. ....................•.•. 
Upper Platte ..• _ ...• ____ ._. __ . 
Santee Sioux, (Niobrara) . _ •••. 
CENTRAL. 
Pottawatomie . _ •..•... __ ...•. 
Sac and Fox .•.............•.. 
Osage River·-·- ••. ." ......... . 
Shawnee············ · ··- · ·-·· 
Delaware .. ..........•.. ' ..... . 
Kansas ......•. .. . ............ 
Kickapoo ......••............. 
Ottawa .... . ................. . 
Kiowa and Comanche ... _ .... . 
Arapahoe, Cheyenne, and Apache 
SOUTHERN. 
Iowas··-· · ······ .................... ···-·········. 
Brule and Ogallalla Sioux . . .............•.....• - .. 
Cheyenne~ .•.... _ ...•.........•........ _ ...••..•.. 
Arapahoes ...•.....••................ _ .........•.. 
Santee Sioux . __ ....... _ ..•....•. . , •.. ·,- ..•....••.. 
Pottawatomies .................••.• - ..••.. - ....... . 
Sac~ and ]'oxes of Mississippi. __ •. __ ••••......•. · .. . 
~~~1:ii!':.~s.~~.~ ~~·n·~~e·s·:::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Peorias, PiankeshawR, Kaskaskias, and Weas .. ··- .. 
Shawnees .. .•..•....•..•......... __ ..•• . ..•.. _. _ .. 
Delawares ........•.......•.....•..... _._ .••.. ___ .. 
Kansas or Kaws ........................ _ ....... - •. 
Kickapoos ............•.......•.. . - ....... - •.... - •. 
Ottawas ...•...........................• .. ····-···· 
Kiowas and Comanches. . . . . . . . . . . . _ •.. _ •..••.. __ . 
Arapahoes, Cheyennes, and Apaches ...•. ___ .• __ ••. 
Creek ... ............... - •... • . Creeks .. .............•.........•.• _ •• ·-_ •. _·- .. _ •. 
Cherokee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokees .........•................ _ .•.•... _ .... _. 
Choctaw and Chickasaw....... Choctaws . ..•.................... .. _. _ ....•.. . .. _ .. 
Chickasaws .....•............... _ .... _ ........•.•.. 
Seminole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Seminoles . .........................•.......•... __ . 
Neosho ..•......•.. - •... - . . . • . Osages ......•........ _ ..... _ •.. _ •......•...•...••. 
Quapaws .............•...... ··-· .. ·-· ··- ...•...... 
Senecas and Shawnees ..................•. _._ .... _. 
ScnecaH ........................................ _ .. 
Witchitas..................... Witchitas ...................................•... _ .. 
Keechies .............• __ ...........•...........•.. 
Wacoes ···········-······· ..... . ···············-·· 
'l'awacairoes ........ . ............. . ........ •..... .•. 
Caddoes and Ionies .......•.•.......•...........•.. 
Shawnees ............•.................•. •........ 
Delawares . ....................... ..... ......... _ •. 
Other Indians ................•... _ ....•....•....... 
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES. 
Green Bay···-········ ........ Stock bridges andMunsees .•...... ···-········ ···-·· 
Oneidas .....•.................•.........•..•....•. 
llfenomonees ....................•.....•........... 
Chippewas of Mississippi. . . . . . . Mississippi bands ................ . .... .... .. ... .. •. 
Pillager and Winnebagoshish bands ................ . 
Red Lake bands .................................. . 















































Chippewas of Lake Superior. . . Various bands ......... _ .. _ ....•..........•.........• _ •.•..... 
Wandering bands in Wisconsin. WinnebagoeH... .. . . .. . . .. • . .. . . .. . . . . .•. . . . . ...... 700 
Pottawatomies. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ..•... ... .. . 650 
Mackinac ..........•..•.•..... Chippewas of Lake Superior .............. ··- .. ..•. 
New York···-················ 
Otto.was and Chippewas ................... .. ...... . 
Chippewas of Saginaw, &c .............. -· ........ . 
Chippewas, Ottawas, aod Pottawatomies ........... . 
Pottawatomies of Huron .............. . .....•.. .• _. 
Cattaraugus .....•.... ... •.. .. .•.. ... ..•. ........ •. 
Cayugas with Senecas .... ........••...•....• _ ..... 
Onondagas with Senecas ... . . •........ • ..... ....... 
Allegany .. ....... ... ........•..................... 
Tonawandas .....•........•.•..................... 
Tuscaroras ...• ... _ ..... •..... .. ..... ......•.... • • • 























< g~~:;:g:t~ .~~-0-~~~!~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
4,013 




Table showing tile location and extent of lndian reservations, whetlier lield in common or in severalty, u,ith references to the treaty or 
ot/ier arrangements setting the same apartfor the use ef the Indians. 
Superiutend'cy and agency. 
WASHINGTON. 
Tulalip ..... . 
S'Kokomish 
l\fak.-h . .. 
Puyallup. 
Quina:e:t. 
Yakama ......... ....• .•.. 




Warm Springs . ....... .•.. 
Grande Ronde ..... . 
Alsea .. ... . 
Siletz ..... . 
Klamath 
CALIFORNIA. 
Tribes. Where located. 
Tulalips, Lummis, &c . ......... N. w. Washington Territory• 
Sklallams, &c ... : .......•............ do .. ......... •••••••···· 
Makahs, &c ................... Near Cape Flattery .•...... ••• 
Pu:yallups, Nisquallies, &c ...... N. W. Washington Territory. 
Quma,elts, Quilehutes, &c .. .. . ...... do . ........ •···•········ 
Yakamas, &c .................. Centre ofWa0hington 'l'er ..•. 
Chehallis, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. Vv. ,vasbiugton Territory . 
Spokanes . 
Area. How held. 
197, 120 acres . • . . . . In common ..•..••. 
4, 000 acres .......... . •.. do .......•..•. 
20 square miles ..•....... do ...•....•... 
4, 4B0 acres ... ........... do ........... . 
3, 840 acres .............. do .........•.. 
2, 000 square miles ....... do ........... . 
216 square miles ......... do ........... . 
Walla•Wallas, Umatillas, &c ... N. E•. Oregon ················1800 square miles ... I In common, (about being divided.) 
Wascos, Deschutes, &c ......... N. Oregon................... 1,600 square miles. In common ...•.... 
15 tribes and bands . . . . . . . . . . . . N. W. Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 108 square miles .....•... do .. ......... . 
Cooscs, Umpquas, &c.; 14 tribes W. Oregon - - _............. 1, 720 square miles ... .... do .. ......... . 
and bands. 
Klamaths, Modocs. and 4 hands S. w. Oregon .... .•. .•••.. ···11, 200 square mile~, ! ...... do .......•.... 
of Snakes. including lake. 
Pitt River, Wylackies, &c ...... I N. E. California . 
25, 000 acres ....•.. I . ..... do. 
Round Valley 
Hoopa Valley ............ , Various bands. ················1 N. W. California .. .... •··· •··138, 400 acres ·······1······do ..... ...••. . 
~.mith !tiver .............. Humbol?t and Wylackies . . . . . . . ... . d?: .. : · ................. 1, 3B7 acres ..•.... . ...... do ........... . 
1 ulc River .......... ... •. Owen River and 'fule River .... S. Cahlorma ................. 1, 2B0 acres .............. do .........••. 
Also a reservation at...... __________ ..........•.... .... . Cape Mendocino . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 acres ..•..•........ 
References and remarks. 
Page 92B, vol. 12, Statutes at Largo. 
Page 933, vol. 12. Statute11 at Largo. 
Page 939, vol. 12, Statutes at Large. 
Page 1132, vol. 10, Statutes at Large. 
Page 971, vol. 12, Statutes at Large. 
Page 952, vol. 12, Statutes at Large. 
Action of the rtepartmeot. 
No treaty; no reservation. 
Page 94G, vol. 12, Statutes at Large. 
Page 964 , vol. 12, Statutes at Lt1rge. 
Page 1144, vol. 10, Statutes at Large. 
Set apart under treaty of Augu11t 11, 1855; 
treaty not ratified, but reserviiti0n occupied 
by the Inrliaus. 
Treaty of October 14, 18u4, not published in 
statutes. 
Set apart un<lcr net of Congress, (page 39, v<'l. 
13, Statutes at Large. 
Set apart. 
L eased ; ordered to be abandoned. 
L eruicd tPmporarily. 
Abandoned and irnl>jcct to sale. 
ARIZONA. 
River tribes ....... •.. .•. ·j Mohaves, &c ................. · / Colorado river . ....... .. . ..•. , 75,000 acres ...... · j Ju common .•..... . , raiz-e 59, pamphlet edition law11 of le65. 
Papagos.................. Pimos and Maricopas........... Gila.river....... .... ......... 64,000 acres ...... . . ..... do...... . .. ... Page 401, vol. 11, St.atntel! at Lurgt-. 
NEVADA. 
Carson City Pi•Utes ..•...• 
N.W.Nevada, (Truckee River I 20,000 acres ..•.... 
'l'imber R eserve.) 


































Tribes. Where located. Area. How held. 
References and remarks. 
Pi-Utes ...•.•...•••...•...••... l Pyramid lake ..•..•..•.•..... 150? squ.are miles, I In common •....•• . , Actionofthedepartment. 
1ncludrng lake. 
Walker river ...........•.... 500 square miles, .. ,. . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . Do. 
including lake. 
Central Utah, (Spamsh Fork). 36 square miles .......... do ............ 01de1_ed sold. 
Pueblos 
Utahs, U tes, &c ..... ... ...... . I Uintah Valley .•..• : ... ; ..... , 3, 1~6 squar~ miles · 1 In common .•...•. · 1 O~to~er ~. 1861 ; order of President. 
Corn creek, (Central Utah) ... 144 square miles .......•. do............ Do. 
Navajoes .•.•.....•.•..... I Navajoes ..••••.•.•....•.•..•.. 1 River Pecos, (BosqueRedondo)I 1,600 square miles .1 •••••• do .••...•••.•. 
Pneblos Set apart by President, Ja:n~ary 15, 1864, for 
Mescalero Apaches. 
Cimarron ...•.•••••.••.•.. I Ji~arillaand Mohuache Apaches.I N. E. New Mexi_co ..••...••• . , l, 280 acres ..•...•. 
M.1mbres Apaches.............. S. W. New Mexico ......•.••. Unknown ......• .. 
Gila Apaches ..••.................... do ..........•. , ......... 144,000 acres ..•... 
COLORADO. 
Central and W. New Me:idco .. l 439,664 acres ..••.. 1 ..•••• do .•••.••..... 
Conejos 
Tabequache Utes S. W. Colorado 
DAKOTA. 
Confirmed by United States patents in 1864, 
undtr old Spanish grants. See Statut.es at 
Large, vol. 11, page 374. 
Leased for agency. _ 
Set apart by action of department; not occupied. 
}Do. do. 
Ynncton. •········ •·······1 Yancton Sioux ...... ··········1 S. E. Dakota ..•....•...•.. ··1400, 000 acres •·····1······do .••..••. •.. ·1 Treaty, page 744, vol. 11, Statutes at Large. 
Po,o• .. • : •.• _. . . . . • • • • . • • • Ponoa, ..••.•••••• •.•••.•...••. ...••. do. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . 57, 600 am, - • - • • - - -• - • •. do.......... . . T<eaty, page 997, vol. 12, Statute, at La,g,. 
Al~o rose1 vahon at .............. -- 01 ow c:reek.................. 550, 000 acres .. • • • • • •........ .. . . . . . • • . Set apart under act of Congress, page 809, vol. 
8,800 sqnare miles -1 In common ........ ! Page 674, vol. 13, Stat. at Large, (amendment.) 
IDAHO, 12, Statutes at Large; 11bandoned by Sioux and Winnebagoes; now occupied by part of 
of Upper Missouri Sio<1x. 
Nez P crces . ..... • .•...••. 1 Nez P erces ...••• 
Bois and Bruneau Shoshones·· · ! S. E. Idaho .•.••..•.. . • ······I 3,650 square .miles. 
W. Idaho .....• . ....•.•...•.. I 10, 000 square miles . I In common ..••.••. I So under old treaty of 1855, vol. 12, page 959 ; 
but under new treaty, not yet fully ratified, 
r.educed to a much small er extent. 
lllONTANA. 
Coour d'Alenes, &c ............. N. Idaho .•. • . . .. . . . . . . 400 square miles .•. 
Recommended April 3, 1867; not yet set apart.. 
v1 .. nw,u1 .•.........•.... ·\ FlnthcndH, Kootenays, &c ...•. · \ W. Montana ..••........ .. .. ·15, 950 square miles·\ In com_mon •••..•• · I 'l'r!laty, page 976, vol. 12, Statutes at Largo, 
"''"'""'-· · •·· •· · ····· •· - 131,ekfeothnnd, •···- 1',Montnn•,(nen,Fo,tBonton) 1'wn seollon, ...•.. .•. . .. . Snt u1,o,1 fo, fa,m under orliclo 10 of lroi1ly, 
Do. do. 



























Winnebago .... .......... . 
Omaha ...... . 
Ottoe ....... . 
P awnee ................. . 
Winnebagoes.................. E. Nebraska ................ . 
Omahas ...... ...................... . do . .................... . 
Ottoes a nd Missourias Kansas and Nebrnska ....... . 
Pawnees ....... _ . ... : : : : : : : : : : E. Nebraska . ... •. •. •. • • • • - • -
200 square miles _.. In comn1on _. ____ . . 
540 square miles ... .Insevent!ty,(partly) 
250 squa r e miles... In common .•. ... . . 
450 square miles ... .. .... do ... ........ . 
trj Great Nemaha . .......... . Sacs and Foxes of Missouri.. __ . S. E. Dakota.••••·········· -Iowas . .............................. do ......... - - • • · - • · · ·· · · 
Niobrarah river.-- · •· · - · · · · · -
~gbgsg3u;{~!t:iii~: :: : ::: : Jf :: :: : : ;: : : : 






E. Kansas ............. ...... 
1
900 square miles .. . 
Sa~s and Foxe8 of Mississippi. .. ! Central Kansas . ............. 135.square miles . . . 
~~~;i:-:_as and Munsees: ::: : :: . E_- K:i~~;: .. • •:::::::::::: :: ~7~gg0a~~~!~::::::: 
Part in sevi,ralty 
and part in com moll . 
In common ....... . 
In severalty .... .. . 




Ot.tawa ...... . 
In severalty, (most• 
ly . ) 
54, 880 acreM ..... . . ..... do .........•.. 
Peorias, Kaskaskias, &c . .. ..• • • 
Shawnees ..•.•. _ ............. ·I · .... . do ....•• .• ..•........•.. 1 200, 000 acret1 ...... IA tlast r!:ports 57,531 acres m common, and 1313,146 acres 
in Reveralty. A 
large number of 
new select'JJs have 
be .. n made. 
Delawares ..•...•..•.• ; ......•. 
1 
...... uu. •• • • • • ••• • • . .. 105, 000 acres .•... · 1 In severalty, (most• . ly .) 
Kansas or Kaws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Kimsas ...........•. , •... \ ~O, 700 acres . . • . . . . In common . . . . • .. 
Ottawas ....•........ . .....•• .. E. Kansas . ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . ,6, 000 acres . . . . . . Part Ill each manner. 
Kickapoo .. _ ........... __ ·/ Kickapoos . .................... 
1 
N. E. Kansas .. _ ...... . ..... . 
1 
28,580 acres ... ... · \· ..... do .. ......... . 
Kiowas and Comanches . . . Kiowas and Comanches . . . . . . . . Texas and Indian country .... • • •. • • • • .. • . • . . . . . . . Ill common .....•.. 
Arapahoe and Cheyenne.· I Arapahoes, Cheyennes, and I Kans a~ and Indian couu try - •. 
Apaches. 
•• ; ••••• 1 •••••• do .........•. . 
SOUTHERN. 
Indiancountry ...•....••..... J 5,074 square miles .l. ..... do .......•.... 
Creek ••••...•............ / Creeks .•.•.. 
Cherokee ....... : ·· · .... ··/ Cherokees ................•..... , .••... do . .......... . .. ........ , 21,400 ~qnarem!les . , ...•.. do .•.......•.. 
Choctaw and Chickasaw •. Choctaws and Chickasaws ...•...••... do ...................... 10,427 l!quarem1lel! ...•.. do ..•.... ..... 
... ... do . .... ..... .. . ......... 
1
200, 000 acreH ······1······do ..........•. 
Seminole. 
NiONbO. 
. . . . . . . . 
1 
S. ~anMai! ... ........ .. . -·... 4,380 square mile!! ..... do ........... . 
. . . Indian country . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 96, 000 ncrt>s .. . •......... do .......... _. 
Treaty with Omahas, p. 13, pam . ed. hnvs, 1866. 
Oo. do. · 
Treaty, page 605, vol. 11, Sta tute" at Large. 
Treaty, page 729, vol. 11, Statutes at Large . 
Treaty, page 1172, vol. 12, Statutes at Large. 
Do. do. 
Reserved from sale by President, March 1, 1866. 
'I'reaty, page 854, vol. 9, Statutes at Large. 
Treaty, July 9, 1860, (not in Statutes.) 
Treaty, page 1106, vol. 12, Statute!! at Large. 
'l' reaty, pa~e 1093, vol. 10, Statutes at Large. 
Much of this has been sold to whites. 
Treaty, page 1082, vol. JO, Statute~ at Largd. 
Much of thi;; ha!! been !!old to white,;. 
'I'reaty, page 1054, vol. 10, Statutes at Large. 
Treaty, puge 1129, vol. 12, Statuteg at Large. 
New treaty provides for ,sale or re1S01 ve. 
Treaty, pagll nn, vol. 12, Statute~ at Large. 
'freaty, pogu 432, vol. 7, Sta1utl'S atLnrge, and 
subsequent action of dep11rtment. 1luch of 
thi!! hai; be1Jn i;old to whitel!. 
Trc11ty, page G:?3, vol. 13, Statute!! at Lari;v• 
Treaty of 1865. Provide!! a hunting nrngc for 
tb1·1:1e tribe!!, covering, however, a large area 
of Jund to which the United State!! have no 
title ·wbotl'n•r. 
Treaty 01 1865; same remRrks as above. Part 
of tho reserve is in the Cherokee country, part 
on the Osage landl!, and part in Kam1a11, and 
tbe Indian1:1 agree to an amendment to tbil! 


























tlupcriutend'cy and agency. Tribes. Where located. Area. How held. 
Neosho . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Senecas and Shawnees ..... ... · I Indian country. 
Senecas....... . ............... do ..... . 
References and remarks. 
60, 000 acres .... .. . , In common ....... -1 Treaty, page 411, vol. 7, Statutes at Large. 
65,000 acres ..•.......... do............ Do. do. INDEPENDJ,;NT AG1£NCIES. 
Green Bay 
Treaty, page 664, vol. 11, Statutes at Large. 
Stockbridges and Munsees ...... N. Wisconsin ...... . ...... ••• 46,080 aci•es .••... ·1 In common• ••. •••• 
I i::;::.~~;;,;:: :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : ~:: :: : :: : : : : ·: ·::::::::: :i,~8. a::;,-;:,;:::::: : :: : : :~:: :: _:::::: :: 
Chippewas of Mi~sisslppi. · j Mississippi bands _ .... __ . . . _.:. N. Minnesota . • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . 3, 200 square miles ....... do .•...•...... 
Pillager and Lake Winnebago• ..•... do .............•...•.•. - 400 square miles .. . 
New treaty pending. 
Treaty, page 567, vol. 7, Statutes at Large. 
Treaty, page 1065, vol. 10, Statutes at Large, 
Treat.y, page 693, vol. 13, Statutes at Large. 
New treaty pending. I Hbish bands. 
. . . Re~ Lake bands_ .................... do ......... ·:··········· 5,000 square miles -1······do ...... ······1 Treaty, page 667, vol. 13, Statutes at Large, Cb1ppowasofLakeSupenor Chippewas of Lake Superior    N. vVisconsin, v1:i;: · 
Lake Flambeau ... ·. .......... 144 SOnl'l.rA mHoo , 
Lake Court Oreilles ......... -
Treaty, pa·ge 1166, vol. 10, Statute!! at. Large. 
144 squa,·o mlloa . . . . ..... ao ... ......... } 
Mackinac ............... . 
(The lunds si>t apart for 
the bnnclij of this ugency 
aro ijCHtlC'red nbout the 
Stalo of :Michigan in some 
14 ro~orves.) 
New York .•...•.......... 
Bad River ....•.•............ 
I 
Fond du Lac 
Bois Fort Chippewas........... N. Minnesota 
Chippewas of Lake Superior . . . Michigan. 
Ottawas and Ohippewas ......... .... do .. . 
Chippewas of Saginaw, &c .. : ........ do ............•..•. •·••. 
Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pot• ...... do. 
tawatomies. 
Cnttaraugus,(Senecae .. )Cayugas. W. New Yor~ 
Onondugns. 
Allegany, (Senecas) ................. do .............•...•.... 
'l'onawanda, (Senecas) ............... do ..........•...•....... 
TuscaroraB .......................... do ....... .....• •........ 
Oneidas ....................... Central New York 
Onondagas, OneidaswlthOnon• ...... do ........•••...•....... dagas. 
120 square miles ........ . do............ Treat,y of 1854, vol. 10, page 1109, Statutes at 
210 square miles ......... do........... . Large. 
156 square miles ......... do ........... . 
123,000 acres ............ do ............ Treaty, page 81, laws of1866, pamphlet edition. 
90 square miles .. -· ...... . do............ Treaty, page 1109, vol. JO, Statutes at Large. 
900 square mile8 ......... do ............ 'l'reat.y, page 621, vol. 11, Stafates at Large. 
100,000 acres ............ do.... . ....... Treaty, page 3, pamphlet edition laws of 1866 ; 
''treaties." 
In~ludedinOttawas ...... do ........•.. , Treaty, page 621, vol, 11, Statutes at Large. and Chippewas. 
21, 680 acres ..... . . 
30,469 acres - • ·· · · ·1··· ·•.do ..••..••••. · 1 By arrangement with State of New York. 
7,000 acres ...... •• ••• ... do............ P.ige 971, vol. 12, ~tatutes at _Large. 
6, Odo acres ..•........... do ..•..•..•... By arrangement with State of New York. 
288 acres .. ..•..•........ do. . . . . . . . . . . . Do. do: 
6,100 acres ..•........... do............ Do. do. 





























'I' ABLE 0.-Ranges ef country occup'iecl or claimed by tlie trihes described in t•reaties in force, or by agreement 'Wit/~ tl~e tribes. 
Treaties. 
Treaty of Fort Laramie, made Oct. 
17, 1851, not ratified; amended by 
the Senate, and stipulations, as 
amended, fulfilled by government. 
Do .........•... 
Do. 
'tribe. Where located. 
Sioux bands. Dakota.: . .. ......••••....... 
Gros Ventres, Arkkarees,andMan· J .••••. do .. . •• . 
dans. 
Assinaboines .. •.. , ..... do . ..•• • 
Do. ......... , Crows ..•.... . ..• . ••.. Montana, &c .• ... ........... 
Blackfeet trnaty of 185!1. • • • • • ••..•.. J Blackfeet bands, Bloods, Piegans, I M~ntl:tna .. • • • •· • · · · · • · • · · • • · 
and GroM Ventres. 
Shoshone treaties of 1863. See refer• / Eastern bands of Shoshones and I Utah, Colorado, Idaho, and 
ehce to those tribes in the text of Bannocks. Dakota. 
this rE-port. 
Do ..••. . 
Utes 
Northwestern Shoshones, (page 663, 
vol 13, Statutes at Large.) 
ShoshoneA, Goships, (page 682, vol. 
13, Statutes at Large.) 
West<'ru Shoshones ..........•...•. 
Sundry bands .. . ............... • .. 
Chippewa~, (Pembina bands) ...... . 
Sioux . . .-...... . 
Utah and Idaho ...........••. 
Utah ..... . 
Nevada . .. .... . 
Utah ..... . 
Minnesota 
Dakota .. . .••................ 
Range of country, &c. 
Commencing at mouth of White Ea1·th river on the Missouri; thence south• 
west to forks of Platte river; thence up north fork of Platte to the Red 
Butte; thence along Black Hills to headwaters of Heart river; down said 
river to its mouth; thence down the Missouri to place of beginning. 
Commencing at mouth of Heart river; thence up the Missouri to the mouth 
of Yellowstone river; thence up Yellowstone to mouth of Powder river; 
thence southeast to headwaters of Little Missouri river; thence along the 
Black Hills to head of Heart river; and down said river to place of be• 
ginning. . . 
Commencing at mouth of Yellowstone river; thence ttp the M1ss?u1·1 to 
mouth of Muscle Shell rive1·; thence southeast to headwaters of Big Dry 
creek j thence down said creek to the Yellowijtone, and down the Yellow• 
stone to place of beginning. 
Commencing at the mouth of Powder river; thence up that stream to its 
i;ource; thence along the Black H·lls and Wind River mountains to bend• 
waters of the Yellowstone; th.,nce down that stream to mouth of Twenty• 
five-Yard creek; thence across to headwaterH of MuRcle Shell river; down 
that stream to its mouth j thence to headwaters of Big Dry creek, and 
down to the mouth of that stream. 
Commencing where the British line crosses the Rocky mountains near 114° 
west lougitude; thence east to a point drawn north and south through the 
mouth of Milk river; thence south on that line to the Missouri; thence up 
the Missouri to the mouth of Muscle Shell river; thence up that stream to 
its bend ; thence direct to Hell Gate Pass; thence up the Rocky mountain 
line to plqce of beginning. 
Commencing at Bridger'!! Pass; thence north to Independence Rock; thence 
tip the line of the Rocky mountainH to about 1120 west longitude; thence 
southwest to Salmon Falls, on Snake river; thence up that ~tream to Fall 
creek; thence southeast to Utah lake; thence east to headwaters Clf North 
Platte, in North Park; thence down that stream to place of beginning. 
West by Raft river and east by Porte Neuf mountains. 
NClrth by middle of the Great Desert; west by Steptoe valley ; south by 
Green mountains; east by Sal · Lake, Tuilla, anrl Rush valley11. 
Lies between 115° and 117° west longitude, and 38° 30' and 410 N. lat. 
G~neral limits agreed upon ~ interviews with them by Governor Doty. 
Still hold a tract of country m the extreme northern part of :Mione~ota. 
'l'here remains n consid·erable tract of countrv in eai;tern Dakota claim(•cl 
b.l'. tbe Sioux, who were parties to the treaty of 1858, locating them iu 
.!\'lm~esota. The ran.ge of country h! undefined, and the Sioux, who w1•re 
p3:rties ~o the Laramie treaty,. as well :tR tlw YanctonR, have always ui-t.-d 
th1H region al! a common huntmg ground. In this regwn will have to IJe 
located reRervatlons for the Minnesota Rioux. A tn•nty with that intent 




























S1u1,m,nt ,hou,ing 14, linbilili,. of th, Unil,d Statos lo Indian tribe, und,r slipul.ations of treaties, f o, and afte, I/" fi,oal y,nr ,nding July 1, 1868 . 
Nnmo11 of tribes. 
Arapahoes, Cbeyen-
ties, and Apal'hes. 
Do .......••.... 
Comanches and Ki• 
owns. 
Do ............ . 
Colapoolas, Molallns, 
and Clackamas, of 
\Vi11an1etto valley. 
Chlll!ta, Seaton, and 
Umpqua Indinns. 
Description of annuit-ies, stlpulntions, &.c, 
F9rty instalment~, being an amount equal to { 
$20 per capita fot· 3,600 persons. under the 
direction of the Secretary of the Interior. 
l For this amount, or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, for transportation of goods, pro• 
visions, &c. 
Forty instalments, being an amount equnl to 
$LO per capita for 4,000 pe1•sons. 
Reference to laws ; 




Pamphlet copy of 
laws, 1866, page 
33; treaties. 
Pamphlet. copy of 
laws, 1866, page 
I 
35; treaties, 1''or t1•ansportation of goods, provisions, &.c ......•.. do : .... ....... . 
Five Instalments of the third series of annuity Vol, 10, page 1142 . . for beneficial objects. 
$2,000 annually for fifteen years .••..••..••..... I Vol. 10, page 1122 .. 
Do •, .....•.... . I S\\pport of schools, physician, purchase of med!, 
cines, &c., and farmer, for fifteen years. · Vol, 10, page 1123 .. 
lllpp(•W11H of Sng l. 
uuw, Hwnn <>reek , 
lllltl Ul11ck rlvl,r. Support and maintenance of a manual-labor school, $20,000, 
---
Pamphlet copy of 
laws, 1866, page 
41 treaties, 
Number of Instalments yet unap• 
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tii.S; 3 f ~I§ 
~~"' >,~ Q;) -< 
7th artlcle t1•eaty Oct. 14, 1865; 'l 
thirty.eight instalments, esti• 
· mated at $72,000, yet unappro-
priated." l$2 736 000 00 2d article treaty Oct. 17, 1865; j · · · · · · · · · · ' ' 
by which treaty the Ap1rnhes 
became confederated with the 
Arapahoes and OheyenneR. 
7th article treaty Oet. 14, 1865 . . . . $23, 500 00 
5th article treaty Oct. 18, 1865; 
1
• _ •••••••••• 
thirty-eight instalments unap-
propriated, estimated at $40,000, t 
15th article treaty Oct. 18, 186:'i ... · I 8, 000 00 
2d article treaty Jan. 22, 1855; 
two instalments unappropriated, 
eRtimated at $6,500, and five of 
$5,~00 each. 
3d l\l'tlcle treaty Nov. 18, 1854; 
two Instalments yet to be ap-
propriated. 
5th article same treaty; two ap. 
propriationij yet due. Estimated 
for schools, $1,200; phy~iciau, 
&c., $1,500; farmer, $1,000. 
4th article treaty Oct. 18, 1864 1 .•• , . • •. .• , . 
$2,000 to be appropriated annu . I 
ally until th e $20,000 Hhall have 
been expended; the first nppt•o. 
pria t\ou yet t q b e tnl\do. t 
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onees, , iv inneba• 
E ducntio n during the pleasure of Congre~s -••••I Vol. 7, page 304 .... / 5th article tt•eaty Aug. l J, 1827 .. . . I 1
1 
soo oo I- . . ..••..•... - 1- •• .• •• . • • •• I .. .. .... ..... . 
~ goes, and New 
York Indians. 
Chippewas of L ake 
Superior. 
Twenty instalments in coin, goods, implements, 
&c. , and for education. 
Vol. 10, page lllO .. / 4th article treaty Sept, 301 1854 1 
seven instalment>! yet ttnappro• 
priated, estimated at $19,000. 
Do .•••.•••.•••. / Twenty Instalments for si:lt 8miths and assistants, 
and for iron and steel. 
Vol. 10, pages 1109 
and llll, 
2d and 5th art.icleR treaty ~ept. 
30, 1854 ; seven instalments yet 
unappropriated, estimated at 
$6,360 each. 
Do . .... .. . . .. . .. / Twenty instalments for a seventh smith and Vol.10, page 1111.-I Same articles and treat_y ; nine instalments unapproprlated, es• 
timated at $1 ,060. assistant, &c. 
For supl?ort of a smith, assistant> and shop, and Vol. 10, page 111~-. 12th article,. same !reaty; esti• 
• pay ?f two farmers, during the plea~ure of the mated at $2,260 per annum. 
Pre~1dent. . , 
For insurance transportation &c. of annuities . . Vol. ]O, page 11 ll.. Same treaty; est1mat d at $5,762 63 
Do. 
Do. 
2, 260 00 
• per annum for seven y~ nrs. 
Chippewas-Bois Ft., Twenty instalments of annuity in money, goods Pamphlet copy of 3d a~·ticl e treat! April 7, 1866; an: 1 •• • •••• • • • • • 
band. and other articles, in provisions, ammunition h1ws of 1866; page nmt)'.',~,500 , good~. ~c.,$6, 500 • 
and tobacco. 82 . treaties. prov1s10ns, amm~mt10 11 , 3:nd to• 
Do .•••••••.••••. / Twenty instalments for a blacksmitli and nssist• 
ant, and for tools, iron, &c. 
Do ......... · .... -1 Twenty instalments for support of Rchools, in• / .... do. 
struction of the Indians in farming, purcha~e 
bacco, $ l ,000 ; eighteen rn stal• 
ments una ppropriated. 
Sa me article and t reaty; eighteen 1 ••• • • • • • •• •• 
instalments unappropriated, es• 
timated at $1,500 each. 
Same article a nd trea ty ; eighteen 1 ••• • ••• • •••• 
in stalments unappropriated, es• 
timat,ed a t $ i ,600. 
• •. do ......... . .. ·· / 3d and 6th artic les snid t reaty ; 1 •• •• ••••••• • 
eighteen years, estiml\ted at 
of seeds, tools, &c, 
Do ..•........... / For insurance, transportation, &c., of annuit.ies 
. $1,500 per annum. 
Chippewas of the I l\:loney, goods, support of school~, provisiops I Vol, 7, page 592; 1 4th artic~1, t reaty October 4, 1842; 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
and provisions. 
Mississippi, and tobacco. vol. 10, pages 86 8th article treaty Septembe1· 30, 
and 1111. 1854 ; and :Jd article t reaty May 
7, 1864; in money, $4,166 67; 
goods,$3,500; for schools,$666 67; 
provisions and tobacco, $666 67; 
nine instalments of the 110cond 










* By the 2d article of the trent.y of October 14, 1865, the Indians, parties thereto, agrea to remove, whenever c1lrected by the Pre1-ident, to a certain ch•fined tract of country as their 
reservation ; and it is stipulated in 7th article that, from and after such rAmoval, Haid Tnclians sha ll receive $40 per cnpilR. 
tit is stipulated that, from and after the removal of t.hese Indlane to their reserv ntions, as provided by the 2d article of the treaty of October 18, 1865, they 1.!111111 be paid a per capita 
of $15. ! It is provided by the 5th article of sa id treaty that the l\flsslonary Society of the MethodiKt Episcopal Church shall, upon conditions, be intrn1,tcd \\ Ith tlw mnungcmcnt of the school, 
and be paid annually $2,000 until the $:.i0,000 shall have been expended; but should it fai l to accept tl.Je truHt within one year after the ratification (Augu~t 16, 1e66) of the treaty, the 


























D.-Statement showing the present liabilities ef the United States to India; tribes, ~.-Continued. 
Names of ti-ibes. 
Chippewas of the 
Mi Msissippi-Con-
tinued. 
Desorlpt.lou of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Two farmers, two carpenters, two smiths and 
assistants, iron and steel. 
Do ...........•.. , Twenty instalmenrsof annuity inmoney ,$20,000 
each. 
Do .............. Forty.six instalments of annuity In money, 
$1,000 each.* . 
Do............. . For insurance, transportation, &o., of annuities, 
goods, and provisions. 
Chippewas--Pillager Thirty instalments in money, goods, and for 
and Lake Winne• '' purposes of utility." 
bagoshish b!Ulds. 
Do . ............ . 
Do ..•....... .. .. 
Do ............. . 
Chippewas of thfl 
MiNMiMijippi and Pil. 
l11gor and Lake 
Wlnnobngos his h 
bandH of Chippe-
wu~ in Minnllsotn. 
Twenty lnstnhr..ents of $3,000 each, for purpoRes 
of education. 
Support of two smiths and shops, fifteen instal-
ments of $2,120 each. 
Engineer at L eech lake for ten years at $600 per 
nnnum. 
Ten instalments of $1,500 each, for furnishing 
said Indians with oxen, farmingimplements,&c. 
,. 
Reference to lawM; I Numbe!· of instalments yet unap• 
Statutes at Large. propnated; explanations, &c. 
Vol. 7, page 592; 
vol. 10, pageH 86 
and 1111. 
Vol. 10, page 1167 .. 
Vol. 9, page 904 ..•. 
Vol, 10, page 1169 .. 
Vol. 10, page 1168 .. 
.••. do ......... , ... . 
..•. do .••.•.••...... 
. .•. do ..••..••....•. 
Vol, 13, page 694 . .. 
Same treaties and articles; farmer;,, 
$333 33; smiths, &c., $666 67; 
carpenters, $400; nine instal-
m ents of the second series, at 
$1,400 each,to be appropriated. 
3d article t.reaty Feb.22, 1855; seven 
instalments to be appropriated. 
3d article treaty Allg. 2, 1847; 
twenty.five instalments to be 
appropriated. 
5th article treaty Feb. 22, 1855; 
for nine years, estimated at 
$3,866 75 pe1• annum. 
3d article treaty Feb. 2, 1855; 
money, $10,fi6667; goods, $8,000; 
and '' purposeH of utility," 
$4,000. Seventeen mstalment.s 
of $22,666 67 to be appropriated. 
Same article and treaty; seven in. 
stalments to be appropriated. 
Same article and treaty; two in. 
stalments to be appropriated. 
Same article and treaty; two in• 
stalments to be appl'opriated. 
5th article treaty ~ ay 7, 1864 ; six 
instalments yet to be appro. 
priatecl, 
llo . 
Suppor~ of two r1wpf'nt<'rM, two blacksmlthR, \· ... clo ..•• •.••.•• • · I 5th article treaty May 7, 1864; es-
'""""'m 1,.bo.rn, ""'""" pby,ioian, fon,n '1 mnted at $7,700 p,• ,· nnnu m , 
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Do . .......... . . 
Do . ... ....•.. .. 
Support of a saw.mill, $l,0OO annually, so loug I ..•. do . 
as the President. of the United States may 
deem it n ecessary. 
Pay of services and travelling expemes of a \ .... do············· 
board of visitors to attend all annuity pay· 
ment.s, to inspect the fields, buildings, &c. 
Do . .••.. ..... . . \ Pay of female teachers, "who shall teach Indian I Vol. 13, page 695-
girls dom estic economy," at the rate of $10 
per month. 
Chippewas of Red I $10,000 as annuity to be _ paid per capita to t.he I Vol. 13, pages 668 
LakeandthePem· Red Lake band, and $5,000 to the Pembina and 689. 
bina tribe of Chip· band, during the pleatiure of the President. 
pe;;~~: •••••...... Fifteen instalments of $h!,OOO, for the purpose I Vol. 13, page 689. 
of supplying these bands with gilling twine, 
~ottou maitre, calico linsey, blan,kets, sheet· 
mgs, &c. 
Do .. .• ••....... Vol. 13 page 690 ... 
6th article treaty Muy 7, 1864 ... 
7th article treaty May 7, 1864 ; 
board of five visitors, $5 per day 
each, for 20 days· service, and 
300 miles of travel for each, at 
10 centH per mile. 
13th article treaty May 7, 1864; 
the expenditure not to exceed 
$1,000 per annum; the Pres!• 
dent may suspend or annul this 
article whenever deemed expe• 
dient. 
3d article treaty October 2, 1863, 
and 2d article supplementary 
treaty April 12, 1864; annual 
appropriation required. 
3d article supplementary treaty 
April 12, 1864; for Red Lake 
band, $8,000; Pembina band, 
$4,000; eleven instalments of 
$1,200 yet to be appropriated. 
4th article supplementary treaty 
April l2, 1864; eleven instal· 
mentH of $6,400 yet to be appro• 
Do. 
One hlacksmith, one physician, &c., one miller, 
$3,900; iron, steel, and other articles, $1,500; 
and for carpenterin g, &c., $1,000; fifreen in· 
stalments fo1· said purposes. 
Pay of services and travemng expenses of a 
board of visitors to attend their annuity pay• 
ment~, inspect the fields, buildings, &c. 
priated. 
Vol. l:J page 668 ... j· 6tli article treaty October 2, 1863; 
' eleven instalments of $390 yet to 
Do ....•......... For insurance and tr:msportation of annuity 
goods, provisions, iron and steel, &c. 
Vol. 13, pages 689 
and 690. 
Chickasaws ..•... •. J Permanent annuity in goods, $3,000 per annum. I Vol. I, page 619. • • • 
Choctaws ...... • ... I Permanent annuities ....... . 
Do ............. \ Provitiions for smith, 
Do ..•.......... l Interest on $500,000; 5 per cent. ·for educational 
purposes. • 
Confederated tribes Beneficial object8 at the discretion of the Presi• 
and bands in mid· dent; five instalments of $9,000 each, of sec• 
die Oregon. ond series. 
Vol. 4, pages 99,213, 
and 236. 
Vol. 7, page 212 . ... 
Vol. 11, pages 613 
and 614. 
Vol. 12, page 964 . . . 
b e appropriated. 
3d and 4th artic!es supplementary 
treaty April 12, 1864; annual 
appropriation r equired. 
Act of Congres8 February 25, 1799, 
and agreement of July 15, 1794. 
2d a rticle treaty November 16, 
1805, $3,000; 13th article treaty 
October l 8, 1820, $600; 2d article 
tl'eaty January 20, 1825, $6,000. 
6th a rticle treaty October 18, 1820, 
and 9th article treaty J anuary 
20, 1825, $920. 
10th and 13th articles treaty Jan• 
uary 22, 1855. 
2d article treaty June 25, 1855; 
two in8talments of $6,000, five 
of$4,000, and five of$2.000each, 
yet to b e appropriated. 
$1,000 00 
650 00 
1, 000 00 1 ••••.• • ••.• . •. 1 ••••••• ••••• J ••• •••••••••• 
15,000 00 , .. 
$132, 000 00 I •••••••••••• 1 •• • •••• • • •• • •• 
70, 400 00 I .. •... , ..• ·. I ..•. · · • • • · • • • • 
4,290 00 1 •••••••••••• 1 •••••••• • ••• •• 
5,000 00 1 •••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••• • •• J •••••••••••••• 
$3,000 00 $60,000 00 
9,600 00 192,000 00 
920 00 18,400 00 
25,000 00 500,000 00 
42,000 00 , ........... . 
*It is provided in the 3d article of the treaty that whenever the Chippewas agree as to the schools to be established, and blackRruithB, & C' .. to be employed for them, 11 and shall 
request the United States to expend, from year to year, the annual payments remaining unpaid, in the Mupport of ijChools, blnck~miths and laborers, the 1:1ame Bhnll be expended by the 


























D.-Statemcnt showing tlie liabilities ef the United States to Indian tribes, ~c.-Continued. 
Names of tribes. Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. References to laws ; 
Statutes at Large. 
Confederated tribes I For former, blacksmith, wagon and plough I Vol 12, page 965 .. . nurl bands in mid• maker, fifteen year~. 
dlo Oregon-Con. 
Do .. ........... For physician, sawyer, miller, superintendent I• .•. do ... . ~ .. • • • • · · 
of farming, and school teacher, fifteen years. 
Do. 
Salary of th e head chief of the confederated I- •.. do . .. ...... • • • • 
band, twenty y1:ar8. 
Do .. ..•..•.•... I Purchase of teums, agricultural implements, I Treaty not yet pub-
seeds, &c., $3,500. lished. 
Cn·l·ks 
Do .. .......... . 
Do . ........... . 
Dv . .••......... 
Do . ........... . 
Do . .......... . 
Permanent annuities in money .......•..••..••. I Vol. 7, pages 36, G2, 
and 287. 
P crmnnent nnnuity for blacksmiths' shops and Vol. 7, page 287 .... tools, &r .. of $1,110. 
Ponnaul•11t annuity for wheelwright, of $600 ....... do ............ . 
For blacksmith, &c., $840; iron and steel for Vol. 7, pages 287 
shop, $2i0; wagou maker, $600; assistance in and 419. 
agricultural opernt.ions, $2,000; education, 
$ L,OOO; nil during the pleasure of the President 
For pu1 poseK of ed ucation interest on $200 000 held in tn18t. ' ' 
lnterost on $i75, l 68 lwld in trust; 5 per cent: to 00 
1c-xpe
11
cte'.l under direction of the Secretary of till, Intenor, 
Vol. 11, pages 701 
and 702. 
Pamphlet copy of 
laws, page 102 ; 
t.reaties. 
Number of instalments yet unap-
propriated, explanations, &c. 
4th article treaty June 25, 1855; 
seven instalments of $3,500 yet 
to be appropriated. 
4th article treaty June 25, 1855; 
seven iu.,tahnf'nts of $5,600 yet 
to be appropriated. 
4th article treaty Jnue 25, 1855; 
twelve instalments of $500 each 
yet to lie appropriated. · 
5th article treaty November 15, 
1865; only one appropriation 
required. 
4th article treaty August 7, :!.790, 
and 5th article treaty August 7, 
1856, $1,500; 2d article treaty 
Juue 16, 1802, and 5th article 
treaty August 7, 1856, $:3,000; 
4th article treaty January 24, 
1826, and 5th art.icle treaty 
August 7, 1856, $20,000. 
8th article treaty January 24, 1826 
I .£ .;l -;:; ·i: 15 '8 . .!, .8 ~ . 1l ~ .;;15 B ,; 
~·c~"C:S g-.~ ~ ~ ~ . ;E ~ ~~-@~ ~-~ 
~ ~ ,ef . ., ... :::, .0 i:, 0l :;::; t5 "".d ~ ~ 'O ;';; 
~ 'g ; .§ §: ~ § ! ~ . :S ~ ~ :a ;5'.S_'g § 
1~~~ :~=!i~ :.d dS!.cs§ = ;;J oi 8 .. .c s::1 s .:i ~ el Q !: = ;:i .S:; _.., 
t; .S S -~ ~ :;::J .;l;:. ~ ~ g °i:l d ~ § 1 ~ § 
=] g ~ :::: ts ~3 "' § ~ ~ .s ,,, !; ~ § 
OS d ,s.C O 0l;:. i:,. § i:,. '+-< ~ Qj j •~ A '"' S 
ol:§'s.2 .S-£!ol3:g1l o;:: .dr/2~5~~ 
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§i:i ~~]!~~ g~ g~t'O~~ 
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- - - - - ... - ..... - 1 - - ....... - - .. 
············1· 
·····• .. ..... 1 ........... .. 
. ................... ..................... ... 1 .................. . 
.................. 1 .. . ............ . $24,500 00 $490,000 00 
.............. .. . , ....................... . 
8th article treaty January 24, 1826 .
1 
........... · 1 · .... • • - • • • • • • 1 600 00 
8th article treaty January 21, 1826, $4, 710 00 .. .• .. ..• ..... ..........•. 
5th article treaty February 14, 
1833, and 5th article treaty 
1, 100 00 22,200 00 
12,000 00 
··········· · 
August 7, 1856. 
6th article treaty August 7, 1856 .. 
1 
•••••••• ••• • 
3d article treaty Jttne 14, 1866 . .•. , .... .•• •.... 
10, 000 oo I 200, ooo oo 



























Ddawuros . ..... . •.. \ Lit'c annuity to chief ......................... . 
Do . ..••..•••... Interest on $46,080. 
Dwamish and other l!'or $150,000 under the direction of the Pr~sident, 
allied tribes in in twenty instalment~. 
Washington Ter• 
ritory. 
Do............. Twenty instalments for an agricultural school 
and teacher, of $3,000. 
Vol .. 7, page 327 .... 
Vol.12, page 928 ... 
Vol. 12, page 929 . 
Do ..•.••...... . I Twenty instalments for smith, capenter, shop, I. -• • do 
and tools, of $500. 
Do .••.•..... ... \ Twenty instalments for blacksmith, carpenter, 1· -••do············ 
farmer, and physician, $4,600. 
Flathead and other I Five instalments of second series on $120,000, for Vol. 12, page 976 
confederated tribes. beneficial objects. 
Do ....••..•.... \ Twenty instalments for support of an agricul• I Vol. 12, page 977. ·· 
tural and indu~trial school, for furniture, 
books, stationery, &c., $300. 
Do ....•.....•.. \ Twenty instalments for employment of ~uitable I .•.. do••··········· 





Do ............ . 
Twenty instalments for keeping in repair black· 
smith's, carpenter's, wagon and plough mak· 
er's shops, and for tools, $500. 
Twenty instalments for two farmers, two millers. 
one blacksmith, gunsmith, tinner, carpenter 
and joiner, wagon and plough makPr, $7,400. 
Twenty instalments for keeping in repair flour· 
ing and saw mill and supplying the necessary 
fixtures, $500. 
Twenty instalments for keeping in repair hos· 
pitals and furnishing necessary medicines, 
$300. 
Pay of physician, twenty year~, $1,400 per year 
... . do ...•... ······ 
. .. . do ...... ······· 
.... do ............ . 
. ... do . 
.... do ..•.... · ···· · 
Do ..... ........ J Keeping in repair buildings of employes, twenty 1· ... do••··········· 
years, $300 per year. 
Do ....•........ J $500 per annum, twenty years, for each of the .... do . 
head chiefa, $1,500. 
Privnte net to supplementary 
treaty September 24, 1829, to 
treaty October 13, 1818. 
Senate resolution Jan. 19, 1838; 
5th article trenty May 6, 1856. 
6th article treaty January 22, 1855; 
twelve inBtalments yet to be ap· 
propriated. 
14th article treaty January 22, 
1855; twelve instalments yet to 
be appropriated. 
14th article treaty January 22, 
1855; twelve instalments y et to 
be appropriated. 
14th article treaty Jannary 22, 
1855; twelve instalments yet to 
be appropriated. 
4th :irticle treaty July 16, 1855; 
one instalment of $5,000, five of 
$4,000, and five of $3,000 each, 
yet-to be made. 
5tb article treaty July 16, 1855; 
twcl ve instalments yet to b e ap· 
propria ted. 
5_th article treaty July 16, 1855; 
twelve instalments y et to be ap-
propriated. 
5th article treaty July 16, 1855; 
twcl ve instalments yet to b e ap· 
propriated. 
5th a··ticle treaty July 16, 1855; 
tw elve instalments y et to b e ap• 
propliated. 
5th article treaty July 16, 1855 ; 
twelve insta lments y et to b e ap• 
propriated. 
5th articl e treaty July 16, 1855 ; 
tw elve in stalments y et to be a p· 
propria ted. 
5th a rticle treaty July 16, 1855; 
twdve inij ta lments y e t to b e ap • 
prop r iated. 
5th ar t iclti treaty July 16, 1855; 
twelve inHtal ments y et to be ap• 
prop ri1ttccl. 
5th art icle t reaty July 16, 1855; 
twelve insta lments yet to be op · 
propriak cl. 
5th a rticle treaty July 16, 1855 .•. . 
Do ..• •.. . ······1 For insurance and transportation of annuity 1· ... do ..•.•.•..... . 
goods and provisions. 
Iowas.............. Interest on $57,500, being the balance of $157,500 . Vol. IO, page 1071.. I 9th a rticle treaty 1\Iuy 17, 1854 . •.. 
100 00 





40. 000 00 
36,000 00 
21, 600 00 







2,304 00 46,080 00 
····· · ···: · ·1···· ··· ·· ····· 
























D.-Statement slwwing tlte liabilities ef the Unltecl States to Indian tribes, ~.-Continued. 
Names of tribcH. 
.s $! ~ 
t,] :,g 
ol "'"' = 
i]~~ 
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Reference to laws; I Nnmher of instalments yet unap• 
Statutes at LargP. propriated, explanations, &c. 
,:, -< A 
w oo,; o 
.::.h.~ 
A.., 0'd 
Knnijns ....... ..... . , Interest on $200,000 ... ..... . ...... . ....•....... , Vol. 9, page 842 ..•. 
Kicknpoos . ......... Interest on $L00,0tJO .... . ................. . .... Vol. 10, page 1079 .. 
Do . ............ Gradual payment on $200,000 .... . ..........•...... do 
Klamaths and Mo• 
docs. 
Do ............ . 
Do . .•.....•... 
Do ...... ...... . 
Do . ... ..••. . .. . 
Five instalments of $8, 000, to be applied under 
tho direction of the President. 
For keeping in repair saw.mill, flouring mill, 
and buildings for employ~s, manual labor 
school, and hospital, for twenty years, $1,000 
per year. 
For purchase of tools and materials for saw and 
flonrii;g mills, carpenter, 1.,lacksmith, wagon 
and plough makers' shops, and books and 
stationery for manual labor school, twenty 
in8talmeuts of $1,500 each. 
Pay· of superint endent of farming, farmer, 
black~mitb, snwyer , ca1 peuter, wagon and 
plough maker, fifteen instalments of $6,000. 
Pay of phfsiciau, miller. null two school teachers, 
twenty mstalments of $3,600. 
Makah tribes ....... I For beneficial objec.ts $30,000, under the direc• 
tion of the President. 
Do . ...... ······1 Twenty instalments for a.n agricultural and in. 
dustrial school and teachers, $2,500 per year. 
Do . ... . ...... . . Twenty instalmentR for smith , carpenter shops 
and toob, 1500 per year. 
Treaty not yet pub• 
lished . 




Vol. 12, page 940 ... 





ol.., o-= ~-~ §a;:,:: 
< 
2d article treaty January 14, 1846.
1 
...... • .. • • • 
2d article treaty May 18, ] 854 ...•.. .. ........ . 
2d art.icle treaty May 18, 1854 ; 
$163,000 heretofore appropri• 
ated. 
2d article treaty October 14, 1864; 
three instalments y et to be ap. 
propriated. 
4thart.icle treaty October 14, 1864; 
nineteen instalments yet to be 
appropriated. 
4t.h article treaty October 14, 1864; 
flighteen ins1 alments yet to be 
appropriated. 
5th article treaty October 14, 1864 ; 
thirteen instalments yet to be 
appropriated. 
5th article treaty October 14, 1864; 
eighteen instalments yet to be 
appropriated. 
5th article treaty J anua ry 31, 1855; 
two instalments of $1,500 each 
yet to be appropriated. 
11th article treaty January 31, 
1855; twelve instalments yet to 
be appropriated. 
11th article treaty January 31, 
1855; twelve instalments yet to 
be apprnp1•iaterl. · 
. .... ....... . . . 
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Do ............. , Twenty instalments for hl11cksmith, carpenter, 1· ... do 
farmer,_ and phyHician, $4,600 per year. 
l\Ienomonees ....... Pay of miller for fifteen years, $600 per year .... Vol. 10, pnge 1065 .. 
Do .. •.......... 1 Fifteen equal · instalmentij to pny $242,686 for I •. •• do············· 
cession of lands, estimated st $16, 179 06 .eacb. 
llfiamies of Kansas .. I Permanent provision for smith's shop, &c., and 
millt>r; $940 for the shop and $600 for the 
miller. 
Vol. 7, pages 191 
and 464, and vol. 
10, page 1095. 
Do . ...•...•.... 1 Twenty instalments upon $200,000 ..... .. ...... . 1 Vol.10, page 1094 .. 
Do .....•....... j Interest on $50,000, at five per cent ..••.. . ...... 1 .•.• do ...•.. ······· 
l\fiamies of Indiana. · 1 Interest on $221,257 86, in trust 
Miamies of Eel river. Permanent annuities ..... . . 
Vol. 10, page 1099 .. 
Vol. 7, pages 51, 91, 
114, and 116. 
lHb article treaty January 31, 1855. , ........... . 55,200 00 
3d article treaty May 12, 1854; 1 · . .... ..... · 1 1 800 00 
three instalments yet to be ap• ' 
propriated. · 
4th article treaty May 12, 1854, . . . . . . . . . . . . 210, 327 78 
and Senate ame1,1dment thereto; 
thirteen in stalment~ yet to be 
appropriated. 
5th a1·ticle treaty Oct. 6, 1818; I· •.•• _ ..••••. , .•. 
5th article treaty Oct. 23, 1834 ; 
and 4th article treaty June 5, 
1854. 
3d article treaty June 5, 1854; I ...•........ I 90, 000 00 
$150,000 of said sum payable in 
instalmentH of $7,500 each; 
twelve instalments yet to be 
appropriated. 
3d article treaty June 5, 1854 ; 1 · • • • • • • • • • • - , · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
Senate amendment. 









For keeping in repair saw and flouring mill, 
and furnishing suitable persons to attend the 
same, for a period {)f ten years. 
Vol. 12, page 981 ... 
4th article treaty Aug. 3, 1795; 
3d article treaty Aug. 2, 1805; 
and 3d article treaty Sept. 30, 
1809 ; aggregate. 
2d article treaty D ec. 21, 1855 ; 
two instalments of $1,500 each 
yet to be appropriated. 
3,000 00 1 •••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• 
Molels ...........••. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
For pay of teacher ·to manual labor school, and 
for subsistence of pupils and necessary Hup• 
plies, during the pleasure of the PreBident. 
J<,or carpenter and joiner to aid in erecting 
buildings, making furniture, &c., estimated 
at $2,000 each year. 
For payment of $32,500, in graduated payments. Nisqually, Puyallup, 
and other tribes and 
bands of Indians. 
Do ........•.... I Pay of instructor, smith, physician, carpenter, 
&c., twenty years, estimated at $6,700 per 
year. 
Nez Perces ........ -I Instalments of second series, at the discretion of 
Do ............ . 
Do ..... .•.. •.. . 
the PrAsident. 
For support of two schools, one of which to be 
au agricultural and industrial school; keep· 
ing in repair, and providing furniture, books, 
and stationery. 
Twenty instalments for one superintendent of 
teaching and two teachers. 
.... do .... ........ . 2d article treaty Dec. 21, 1855 ..... 
Vol. 12, page 982 .. · I 2d article treaty Dec. 21, 1855 ; 
two instalments yet to be ap• 
propriated. 
Vol.10, page 1133. -I 4th article treaty Dec. 26, 1854; 
$6,450 yet due. 
Vol. 10, page 1134 .. 4th article treaty Dec. 26, 1854; 
seven instalments yet to be ap• 
propriated. 
Vol.12, page 958 ... 1·4t,h article treaty June 11, 1855; 
two of $8,000, five of $6,000, and 
five of $4,000 each yet to be ap• 
Vol. 19, page 959 ... 
propriated. 
5th article treaty June 11, ] 855; 
twelve instalments of $500 each 
yet to be appropriated. 
Vol.12, page 959 .. -I 5th article treaty .June 11, 1855; 
twelve inRtalments of $:l,200 
each yet to be appropriated. 
$3,000 00 




6, 000 00 I • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • 























D.-ftatement sh.owing tlw liabilities <if the United States to Iri'd·ian tn:bes, ~c.-Continued. 
Nnm<'a of tribes. 
Nl'z Pcrc6s-Cont'd. 
Do . ...... ..... . 
Do . 
Dc•serip ion of annuitie8, stipulations, &c. 
Twenty inst.11lmcnt~ for one superintendent of 
farmin g and two farme1',, two millers, two 
blacksmiths, one gunHmith, one carpenter, 
and one wagon aua plough maker. 
'.l'wenty instalments fo1· keeping in repAir hos. 
pitnls and furnishing necessary medicines, &c. 
Reference to laws; I Number of instalmentR yet unap• 
Statutes at Large. propriated, explanation8, &c. 
Vol. 12, page 959 ... 1 5th article treaty June 11, 1855; 
twelve instalments of $9, 400 
each yet to be appropriated. 
ov..., 
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.••. do ............. ! 5th article treaty June 1:1, 1855; 
1 
• •••••••••• • 
twelve instalments of $300 each 
yet to be appropriated. Twenty instalments for keeping in repair gri,t I· ... do ...•......... 
and saw mill and providing the neceHrnry tools. 5th article treaty June 11, 1855; twelve instalments of $500 each 
Do . . •.•• . .. ... . I Twenty instal!11ents for pay of physician. yet t.o be appropriated. 
. .. . do . ..••...•.•.. / 5th article treaty June 11, 1855; 
Do . ............ I Twenty instalments for k eeping in repair the I· ... do ... ••.. .•.•.. 
buildings for the various employ es aud for fur. 11iture. 
twelve instalmentH of $1,400 
each yet to be appropriated. 
5th article treaty June 11, 1855; . _ ....•.... 
twelve instalments of $300 each 1 
Do . ...•.•...... ! Twenty instalments for salary of head chief ... I •••• do ........•.... yet to be appropriated. 
5th article treaty June 11, 1855; 
twelve instalment~ of $500 each D0 ...• 1 ..•..••. 
Do . ..•.•. ..... . 
l>o ············ 
Twenty inbtalrnents for keeping in repair the 
blacksmith, tinsmith, gunsmith, carpenter, 
and wagon and plough makers' shops, and for 
necessary tools. 
Series of instalments to enable the Indians to 
remove and locate upon their reservation, and 
to be expended in ploughing land and fencing lots. 
Sori~s of Instalments for boarding and clot.bing 
children ~ho attend school, providing school 
111~d boardmg houHes With furniture, purchase 
of Wfl~ons, teams, tools, &.c., and for fencing 
limds Jor gardening purposes. . 
. yet to be appropriated . 
.... do ..•...... .... / 5th article treaty June 11, 1855; 
1 
• 
twelve instalments of $500 each 
yet to be app1;opriated. 
Treaty not pub• 
li8hed. 4th article treaty June 9, 1863; one 
instalment of $25, 000 and one 
9f $15,000 yet to be appropria• 
ted.* 
... . do .. ... ... .... . 1 4th article treaty 'June 9, 1863; 
thirteen in8talments of $3, 000 
each and one of $2,000 yet to be 
appropriated, 
······ ·····-
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Do ............. / :!<'or s11lary of two subordinate chiefs, $500 each , ... ·.do ............ . 
Do .......... •. . 
Do .. .......... . 
per year. 
For k eeping in repair blacksmiths· shops, and 
furnishing tools and materials fifteen instal · 
men ts of $500. ' 
Series of instalments for r epairs of hou~es, mills. 
shops, &c., and providing necessary furniture, 
tools, and materials. . 
. •. :do ....... ······ 
.... do 
Do ........•.... I Salary of two matrons to take charge of the I .... do············ 
boarding schools, two assistant teachers, one 
farmer, one carpenter, and two millers, esti· 
mated at $7,600 per year. I 
Omahas .••.•••.•••. ! Series ofinstalments in money or otherwise .... Vol. 10, page 1044 .. 
Do ......•.•••.. 
Do . .. . ....•.... 
Osages 
'l'en instalments for pay of one enginPer and 
assistant., $1,800; one miller. and assistaut, 
$1,200; farmer, $900; blacksmith and as~ 
sistant, $1, 200, per year. 
T en inst11lments for keeping in repair grist and 
saw mill, and support of black~mith ~bop aud 
furnishing tools. 
Pamphlet copy of 
laws, (treaties,) 
page 14; vol. 10 
page 1045. 
. . .. do ...... . ..... . 
Interest on $69,120, at five per cent . .•.......... I Vol. 7, page 242. · · · 
Do ...•..•....• . I Interest on $300;000, at five per cent ........... . 
Do ............ . For transportation of goodN, provisions, &c .... -1 · • • · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · 
Interest on $206,000, being the unpaid part of Vol.11, page 623. · · 
5t~ a r ticl'.' treaty Ju11e 9, 1863, nnd I ... ... _ .. _. 
;>th article treaty June J l l.86:3. , 
twelve instalments of '$ 1,000 
each yet to be appropl'iated. 
5th article treaty June 9, 1863; , ........... . 
fourteen instalments of $500 
each yet to be appropriated. 
5th article treaty June 9, 1863, 1 •••••••••••• 
eleven instalment~ of$2, 000 and 
three of $1,000 each yet to be 
appropriated. 
5t.h article treaty Jone 9, 1863, and 1...... . .. .. 
5th article treaty JuuA ll, 1855; 
twelve instalments of $7, 600 yet 
to be appropriated. 
4th article treaty March 16, 1854 ; 
fift een instalments of $20, 000 
and twelve of $10,000 each y et 
to be appropriated. 
3d article treaty March 4, 1865, 
and 8th article treaty March 16, 
1854; eight instalments of $5,100 
y et to be appropriated. 
3d article treaty March 4, 1865, 
and 8th article treaty .March 16, 
1864; eight instalm Ants of $600 
each yet to be appropriated. 
Senate resolutions J an. 19, 1838; 
6th article treaty J an. 2, 1835; 
for educational purposes. 
1st article treaty Sept. 29, 1865; 1 • •••••••••• • 
to be paid semi•annually, in 
money or Huch articles as Secre• 
tary of Interior may direct. 
Same article of treaty as above .. · I 3,500 00 
3d article treaty July 31, 1855 .••...•....•.... 
Ottawas and Cbippe· 
was of Michigan. 
Pawnees .. . ....... . 
the principal sum of $306,000, at five per cent. 
Annuity in goods and such articles as may he 
Vol. 11, page 729 . .. I 2d article treaty Sept. 24, 1857 .... 1 •• •••••• • •• • 
Do. 
necessary. -
Support ol' two manual labor schools ........... I .•.. do• 3d article same treaty; annually, durin g pleasure of President. 







91,200 00 , ...•...•.•.. 
.f20, 000 00 I. • • • • • • • • • • · 
40, 800 00 I. • • • • • • • • • • • 
4,800 00 1 •••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••• 
3,456 00 
15,000 00 





Do............. Purchase of iron and steel and other necessarie8 .... do_ ·............ 4th article same treaty ........•.. 
for the shops.• 
Do... . ........ . Pay of two blacksmiths ..•......................•.. do ............. 4th article same treaty .......... . 
Do............. Pay of two striker!! or apprentices ..... . ....... . •.. do. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4th article same treaty . ......... . 
Do........ . . . . . Pay of farmer....... ___ ............... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4th article same treaty .........•. 
1·m; l:::::::::::J:::::::::J:::::::::::::: 
*Congress bas made appropriations for two y ears towards the fulfilment of the provi sions of the treaty with the Nez Perces of June 9. 1863, although the trea ty has not gone int 
effect, the Indians persistently refusing to agree to the amendments of the Senate thereto. The Senate has been requested to recede from its amendmt-ntd, so that the treaty rnay be 






























D.-Statement showing the liabilities ef the United States to Indian tribes, o/C,-Continued. 
Names of trib«>s. 
DeHcriptiou of annuities, stipulations, &c. Ref.,rence to laws; 
Statutes at Large. 
PawueeH. .......... Puy of miller............ . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vol. 11, page 729 . . -
D o. .......... . . Pay of Pngineer, ten instalments, at discretion .•. . do . 
of President. 
Do . ............ Pay of apprentices at mill ...............••..•..... do ......... - - • • 
Do . ...... ...... For keeping mill in repair ......................... do. 
Poncns . ............ I Ten instnlments of second series, "to be paid to 
them or expended for their be1wfit. Vol. 12, page 997 ... 
Do. - .... - .. . ... , 'l'en '.nstalments for ~annal labor school ...... ~., Vol. 12, page 998 .. . 
Do............. Ten mstalments, clunng the pleasure of the Pro- .... do. 
sideut, for aid in agricultural and mechanical 
pursuits. 
Do ............ ! Provision for compenijation for spoliations .•.... , ..... . 
Pottnwatomies ..... I Lifo annuities to cbitifa .. 
Vol.7,pages379 and 
433. 
Do . . ..... . ..... J Permanent annuities, in mouPy ................ I Vol.7, pages 51,114, 
185, 317, 320, and 
855. 
D o . ...... .... .. i E,loouuon, do,•i,g plM, o,·o of Coag ""' 
Vol. 7, page 296 .•.. 
Number of instalments yet unap-
propriated, explanations, &c. 
4th article same treaty; one in-
stalment unappropriated. 
4th article same treaty; one in-
stalment unappropriated. 
4th article same treaty; annual 
appropriation. 
4th article same treaty; annual 
appropriation. 
2d article treaty March 12, 1858 ; 
six instalments of $10,000 each 
unappropriated. 
2d artir.le same treaty; one instal• 
ment of $5,000 unappropriated. 
2d article same treaty ; one instal-
ment of$7,500 unappropriate,d. 
3d article treaty March 10, 1865; 
one item.t 
3d article treaty Oct. 20, 1832, 
$200; 3cl article of treaty Sept. 
26, J 837, $700. 
4th article treaty 1795, $1,000; 3d 
article treaty 1809, $500; treaty 
of 1818, $2,500; treaty of 1828, 
$2,000; 2d article treaty of July, 
1829, $16,000; 10th article treaty 
June, 1846, $300. 
3d article treaty Oct. 16, 1826; 2d 
article treaty Sept. 20, 1828; 
4th article treaty Oct. Z'I, 1832, 
$5,000. 
!~2 
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5,000 00 




























Do. Permanent provision for three smiths ........ ···I Vol. 7, pages 318, 2d article treaty S•·pt .. 20, 1828; 
3d article treaty Oct .. 16, 1826; 
2d article treaty July :.?9, 1829, 
$2,820. 
2,820 00 1------·------· 
296, and 321. 
Do ............ · 1 Permanent provision for fumishing sa-lt ........ -1 · • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Do ..... _. ....... Interest on $643,000, at five per c"nt. _ .......... Vol. 9, page 854. · · • 
Pottawatom1es of Permanent annuities..... .. ........ __ ... .. . . . Vol. 7, page 106. • • • 
Huron. 
Quapaws ........... Provision for education, smith and smith'M shop, I Vol. 7, page 425. · · · 
during pleasure of the President. 
Quinaielts and Quil• 
lehutes. 
For $:25,000, being tbe fourth series for bene· I Vol. 12, page 972. · · 
ficial objects, under direction of th~ President. 
Do ...•........ I For support of school and pay of teachers for 
twenty years. 
Vol. 12, page 973 ... 
Do. Twenty instalments for shops and tools .... ..... /.•• • do · 
Do ..••..•...••. I Pay of smith, carpenter, farmer, and physician, 
for twenty years. . 
Rogue Rivers .•..... J Sixteen instalments in blankets, clothing, farm· 
ing utensils, and stock. 
Permanent annuities. 
.... do. 
Vol. 10, page 1019 .. 
Vol. 7, page 85 ..... 
2d art. treaty July 29, 1829, est'd .. 
7th article treaty June 7, 1846 .... . 
2d article treaty Nov. l 7, lb07 ... . 
3d article treaty May 13, 1833; 
$1,000 a year for education, and 
$1,660 for smith, &c. 
437 50 
2,660 00 
4th article treaty July 1, 1855; 
two instalments of $1,300 each, 
unappropriated. 
10th article treaty July 1, 1855; , ........... . 
twelve im,talments of $2,500 
each, unappropriated. · 
Same article of treaty; twelve , ..••........ 
instalments of $5,000 each, un• 
appropriated. 
Same article of treaty; twelve , ........... . 
instalments of $4,600 each, un· 
appropriated. 
3d article treat.y Sept. 10, 1853; 
two instalmentH of $2,500 each, 
unappropriated. 






32, 150 00 
400 00 
tI, 000 00 
Sacs and Foxes of 
Mississippi. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Sacs and Foxes of 
.Missouri. 
Interest- on $200,000, at 5 per cent ........ _ .... · 1 Vol. 7, vage 541. ... , 2d article t'.rea1y Oct. 21, 1837 .... -1 · .......... · 1 · ..... • ... • • • • 1 !10, 000 00 
Interest on $800,000, at 5 per cent.............. Vol. 7, page 596 . ... 2d article treaty Oct. 11, 1842 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t40, 000 00 
Interest on $157,400 .. . ..... . .. ......... _ ....... Vol.10, page 543 ... 2d article t.reaty Oct. i:n, 1837.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . t7, 870 00 
25,000 00 
3,500 00 Seminoles .... ..... . 
Do .......•..... 
Senecas 
Do ............ . 
Senecas ofNew York 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Senecas & Shawnees 
Do ............ '. 
Shawnees .......•.. 
Do ............ . 
Interest on $500,000, at 5 per cent. .. ..... ······1 Vol.11, page 702 ... , 8th ar~icle treaty Aug. 7, 1856 . ... ·1· · ......... . 
Interest on $70,000, at 5 per cent ............... Page 73 pamphlet 3d article treaty March 21, 1866 . ............. . 
edition laws, 1866. 
Permanent annuities .. . ..... ... . ........... .... Vol. 7, pages 161 
and 179. 
1,660 00 I •••••••••• ••• ••• 
], 000 00 
Fo1' smiths and shops during the pleasure of the Vol. 7, page 349 .... 
4th article treaty Sept .. 29, 1817, , ........... . 
$500; 4th article treaty Sept. 17, 
]817, $500. 
4th article treaty Feb. 28, 1831, 
President. 
Permaneni annuities .. ·....................... Vol. 4, page 442 ... . 
Interest on $75,000, at 5 per cent... ...... ... . . Vol. 9, page ::J5 .... . 
~e;~~e:~e~~ i:~~t~·. ~~ .~ ~.e:~ ~~~t: '.::::::::::::: . v~?t p;g~· i.i9:::: 
Provision for Rmiths and shops during the pl~a• Vol. 7, page 352 .... 
say $1,660. 
Act of Congress Feb. 19, 1841 ...... ......... ··1· ....... ······1 6,000 00 Act of CongresH Juue 27, 1846 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 3, 750 00 
Act of Congress June 27, 1846 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 152 50 
4th art!cle t1 eaty Sept. 17, 18 LB... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 
4th ait1cle treaty July 20, 1831... 1,060 00 . ..........•. . ............ 
sure of the President. 
Interest on $40,000 ......................... ... . 
Permanent annuities for education ............. . 
Vol. 10, page 1056 .. l 3d artic)e treaty l\foy JO, 1~54 · -··· 1·········· ··1· ············ · 
Vol.7,pageti5 land 4th article treaty Aug .. l,1795; ......................... . 
160; and vol. 10, 3d article treaty May 10, 1851; 
page 1055. a11d 4th art. treaty Suµt. 29, 1817. I 
2,000 00 
3,000 00 
* There remains on bani! $17,500, applicable to this purpose, of former appropriations. t Treaty ratified uy the Senate nt extra i;csi;ion of 1867. 
t The government is also responsible for the amount received from time to time as the proceeds of sale of tru~t hrnd~. 
643,000 00 
8,000 00 




500 000 00 
10: 000 00 
20,000 00 
120,000 00 
































D.-Statemr,nt slwwing the liabilities ef the United States to Indian tribes, ~--Continued. 









Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Twenty instalments of $1,000 each, expended in good8. 
Twenty instalments of $5,000 each, expended in goods. 
Twenty instalments of $10,000 each, expended in goods. 
Reference to laws; 
Statutes at Large. Number of instalments yet unap -prqpriated; explanations, &c. 
Vol. 681, page 13 .. -17th article treaty Oct. 7, 1843; six-
teen instalments unappropriated . 
Vol. 663, page 13 . . . 3darticle treatyJuly::JO, 1843; six• 
teen instalments unappropriated. 










~ ~.§ .s 
g]2~ 
!ls;~ 
Rioux - Blackfeet 
baud. 
Twenty instalments of $5,000 each, expended in I· ... do ...... .... . .. . goods. 
'freaties in pamoh-
Twenty instalments of $7,000 each, under the 
direction of the Secretarv of t,hP Interior. 
- __ .., ---- -- --- -- . :'-'~VUUlUUUIJSWS 
Lower Brullis . .. . I 'fwenty instalments of $6,000 each, under the •••. do . ............ . - - I of 1866. 
teen instalments unappropriated. 
7th article treaty Oct. 1, l 863; six-
1 
........... . 
4th article treaty Oct. 19, 1865; ...•.....•.. 
eighteen instalment1,1 unappro-
priated. 
direction of the Secretary of t.hA !!!t:::::;.,. 
Unl'papas ....... I Twenty instalments of $9,000 each, under the \ .•.. do. 
_ _ <lt~ ~:t:;;!;; ~i,:,«•y vet. 14, 1865; 1 • ••••••••••• 
-- •-v ~u,cuv1. I I eighteen instalments unappro-
• priated. Mionoooujoux ... I Twooty ;ost.imeot, of $10,000 enoh, nodenh, .... do .............. 4th ""''' t,eaty O,t. 10, 1865; 
1 
.......... .. 
direction of the Secretary of the Interior. eighteen instalmente unappro-
direction of the Secretary of the Interior. priated. 




priated. Ognlallus .. ....... I Twenty instalments of $10,000 each, under the \ .•.. do. direction of the SecretR,1·y cf the Iuterio 
_........... 4th_ articie !reaty Oct. 28, 1865; 
1 
.......... .. 
..... J v• .,.,,, .1utenor. eighteen mstalments uuappro-
1 
. priated. 8t1nH ArcK....... T,".ent:I'. inijtalments of $8,400 each, under the .••. do.,............. 4th art-icle treaty Oct. 20, 186:i; 
tl•=hou of tho s,m·,tn,y of th, lnterio,, ,;~htoen ;n,talme,t, un,pprn. 
'l'wo 1<,111,. ___ .. T"<~o•~ ;o.i~Imeut, of $G,OOO •nob, und" th, .... do .............. <tt"!:/;!i, t,ost Oct 19 l8"
5
, 







\!11\wr Yuucton. \ 'l'wonty h\Htnlments of $10,000 oach, under the \· .. . do •.••••. , ..••.• 11 "· 1liroct1on of tho Sl'crotury of the Interior. 
V ""'"''""''' . . . . . . 'rwo.,ly ''"'•l<noot, of $10,000 o,oh, und,nh, .... do ........ .... .. 
• e1g 1 een lllijtu meutij uuup1>ro. 
pririted, 
<llrocUou of the Secrotury of the Interior. 4th article trel\ty Oet.\'?81 l8115; <'lKh teen ln11t1\lmont11 lllllljll)l'0111·li.l111I 4
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Six Nations of New Permanent annuities in clothiBg, &c ............ / Vol. 7, page 46 . ... . 
York. I S'Klallams, &c..... Series of instalments for beneficial purposes .... I Vol. 12, page 934 .. • 
6th article treaty Nov. 11, 1794. - - . 
5th article treaty Jan, 26, 1855; 
two instalments of $3,000 each, 
five of $2,400 each, and five of 
$1,600 each, unappropriated. 
Do - - - - - - - - · - - - -1 Twenty instalments for school and teachers._._ -j Vol. 12, page 935. - . , 11th article treaty Jan. 26, 1855; 12 instalments unappropriated. 
11th article treaty Jan. 26, 1855; 
Do. - . _ - - - - . _. - -1 Twenty years' pay for smith, carpenter, &c - ... 1. • - .do· -- - - - - -- - - - -. . . 12 instalments unappropriated. 
r-' 1.'abequache Utes ... Ten instalments of $20,000 each ._ .. _______ .... -I Vol. 13, page 673 .. · I 8th article treaty Oct. 7, _ 1863 ; goods, $10,000 ; provision s, 




Do....... . .. -·1 Pive in stalments of $10,000 each agriculture, .... do . _. _ .... _. __ . 10th article same treaty amended, 
stock, &c. ' one instalment unappropriated. 
Do•.•~-• ... - .. - . Purc_hase of iron, &c., for smith shop, and pay of . __ .do ... . . _ .. _ .. _. Same article of treaty; iron, steel, 
smith and aBsistant. &c., $220; pay $1,100. 
$1,320 00 






$4,500 00 $90,000 00 
· ····-····----1-••·· .. .. ....... .... ..... . ... .... . 
Do ...... . . ..... . 
Umpquas and Cala-
pooias of Umpqua 
valley, Oregon. 
Transportation of goods . . . . . . ......... _ .. ........ do . . - . - ..... - . - . - . - - . • • • - - • · - · · · · · · · · · - · - - · · - · · - · 
Sei:ies o!instalm~ntdor b eneficial objects, under Vol. 10, page 1126. _ 3d article treaty Nov. 29, 1854; two 1- - - - - - ••• - - • 
direction of the President. instalments of $1,700 each, & five of $1,000 each, unappropriated. 
8,400 00 
Do .. 
Support of teachers for twenty years .. __ . __ ._ .. Vol. 10, page 1127-. 6th article same treaty; sAven in-. stalments unappropriated. 





uses & Umatillas. 
Twenty instalments of $550 each, provisions and 
clothing. 
Series of instalments under direction of the Pres-
ident, for beneficial purposes. 
ments unappropriated. 
Vol. 10, page 1028 .. 3d article treaty Sept. 19, 1853. __ . 
Vol. 12, page 946. _· I 2d article treaty June 9, 1855; two 
instalments of $6,000 each, five 
of $4,000, and five of $2,000. 
Twenty instalments for pay of2 millers,lfarmer, I Vol. 12, page 947. • • 
1 superintendent of farming, 2 teachers, 1 smith, 
4th article same treaty; twelve in-
stalments of $11,200 each yet 
unappropriated. 
Do 
1 wagon maker, and 1 carpenter. 
Twenty-instalments for mill fi.xtures, tools, med- I. - - .d-0 -- - - • · .. - - - - · 
4th article same treaty; twelve in-
stalments of $3,000 each, unap-
priated. icineH, books, &c. 
Do Twenty instalments of $1,500 fort.he head chiefs, 
($500 each.) 
Do .. - - - - -·. - - - - -1 'l'weut.y instalments of $100 for son of Pio-pio-
mox•mox. 
Winnebagoes .. . ... . _ Interesr on $1,000,000, at 5 per cent .... - . - - - - - - . 
. __ .do. ___ ... . ____ . ' 5th article same treaty; twelve 
I 
iustalments unappropriated. 
. __ .do. _____ . .. ____ . 5th article same treaty; twelve 
instalments unappropriated. 
Vol. 7, page 546, 4th article treaty Nov. 1, 1837, and 
vol. 12, page 628. Senate resolution July 17, l8G2. 
Thirty instalments of interest on $85,000 . _______ J Vol. 9, page 879 .. - . 4th article treaty Oct. 13, 1846; 
nine instalments of $4,250 each Do 
unappropriated. 
Pamphlet edition 7th article treaty of Aug. 12, 1865; 
lawH ofJ866.page 4 instalments of $2.000 each, and 
22 of treaties. 10 of $1,200 each unappropriated. 
Woll-pah-pe tribe of / Instalments to be expended for benefit of the 
Snakes. Indians. 
* This and the fo llowing trea•y not published, the Indiancl not having been reached to get their assent to a c~rtain amendment. 
O:.ongress makes the appropriatiou. 











50,000 00 J, 000, 000 00 














D.-Statement showing the liabilities ef tlie United States to Indian tribes, o/G;-Oontinued. 
"inmcs of tribl'R. 
Description of annuities, stipula tions, &c. 
Ynkimns ......... . . I Instalments for benefi(lial purposes, under direc-
tion of the President. 
Reference to laws ; 
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Vol. 12, page 953 ... 14th article treaty June 9, 1855; 
two instalments of $8, 000 each, 
five of$6,000, and five of $4,000, 
· unappropriated. Do ....... ....... I Support of two schools, repairs, books, and I .... do...... . . . . . . . . Same article of treaty ; twelve in-
stationery. stalments of $500 each unappro-Do . ........ .... . 
Do ............. . 
Do ............. . 
priated. 




Same article of treaty; twelve in- .. •. ........ 
stalments of $9,400 each unap-
Twenty instalments for superintendent 
schools and two teachers. < 
For superintendent of farming, two farmers, two 
millers, two blacksmlths,onefarrler, gunsmith, 
carpenter,anct wagon.maker, for twenty years. 
Twenty instalments for repairs of mill and tools .. I .. •• do . ... ......... . 
Do . . ..... . ...... I '.rwenty Instalments for hospital and medicines . . 
propriated. 
Same article of treaty; twelve in-
stalments of $500 each unappro-
priated. 




stalments of $300 each unappro-
priated. Do . ..... . ....... I Tweoty iu,talm,o~ fo, pay of phy•,1~ .. . ........ do .. ...... .. .. .. Som, """'' of""'' ; tw,Jv, ln-
1 
.......... .. 
Do ............ ··1 Twenty instalments for repairs of buildings for , . .•. do ..•• • ••....... employ6s. 
Do ....... , ...... •rwenty instalments for salary of head chief. ........ do. 
Do ........... .. · 1 Twenty instalments for repairs of shops and ma 
tcrials. . ... do. 
stalments of $1,400 each unap-
propriated. 
of $300 each unappropriated. 
Same article oftrea(y; 12 instalm'ts ...•.... .. .. 
of $500 Rach unappropriated. 
Ynucton Rioux... . .. Tlln instalments of $65,000 each, to be paid to 
the111 or expended for their benefit. 
Same articl~ of treaty; 12instalm'ts 
1 
......... .. . 
Same article of treaty ; L2instalm'ts ........... . 
I of $500 each unappropriated. Vol. 11, page 744... 4th article treaty April 19, 1858; 
1 
•••••••••••• 
one Instalment unappropriated. 
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